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INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
A. Social function of the church. 
For a true understanding of the church's function, one 
needs only to turn to the teaching ministry of Jesus. The 
Church has the task of teaching men how to live righteously 
as Jesus did. The Christian Churoh must tea.oh men how to 
make their lives wholly like His; i.e., how to conform their 
daily living to the teachings and life of Jesus. Social, 
industrial, and civic relationships, as well as personal re-
la"tionships, of course, are included; for, it is in all these 
relationships that man's life is lived. This involves 
definite instruction with regard to the relation of the 
personal life to the complex life of society. Nothing which 
has to do with those problems which every human •elationship 
raises is foreign to moral and religious instruction. Such 
instruction means to teaoh men how to do justly, act kindly 
and walk humbly before God in all the ranges of their lives. 
The function of t he Christian Church is to sound the note 
.of r eality concerning the Kingdom of God. The Kingdom ideal 
is not a theory nor a far-away dreamy event of an unusual 
cha-racter. The conception of it should be brought down to 
earth and made a conscious reality and an -authority in the 
common af'f&irs of life. Its reality may be judged largely 
by the results of its influence in the life of the world. 
Worship is not an end in 1 tself. The Church should aim not 
only to strengthen and enrich the Christian life through 
worship, but to make it serve social ends and to awaken a 
( 5 ) 
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deeper interest for sooial redemption. The worshipers 
should be led to pray for public rulers, for civic right-
eousness, and for mutual well-being of all classes and: 
orders of the community. The spirit, tone and flavor of the 
public service should be of such a character as to impress 
every one in the community that the Church has a vital inter 
est, not only in world-wide redemption, but in every phase 
of social injustice and need in the community life. The social 
function of the Church is not something apart from its 
spiritual purpose. The gospel message is for the whole of life, 
not a part of it. The message is ss broad as human 
need. It comprehends the entire range of social betterment. 
In the complex modern life, spiritual power and an ethical 
program are closely united. 
A close analysis of this social message reveals the fact 
that it not only teaches the spiritual emancipation from 
sin, but that it deals with the physical aspects of human 
life, inasmuch as there was to be the recovering of sight to 
the blind, and the heaJ.ing of disease. Evidently, Jesus 
recogni £es the claims of both the body and the soul of men. 
Both the physical life and the spiritual. life are mutually 
dl.]Je:ldent . They belong to the Kingdom and~ . to be per-
fected. They are so intimately related that whatever affects 
one phase of human nature must appeal to *11 that is related 
to it . 
B. Advantage of a S'ooial Survey. 
The Church to fulfill its social function should secure 
L 
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cooperation in making a. scientific survey and analysis of 
the social condition of the community in order to discover 
and understand the individual and social needs ana how to 
help interest and guide local agencies and movements for com-
mon welfare. The survey will take account of the ~ommunity-
serving resources and the community-destroying factors. Such 
a survey will result in a new understanding of the life about 
the Church, and uncover the weaknesses as well as create 
higher standards of social life. A public exhibition, by 
means of maps and charts, supplemented by laymen•_s addresses, 
will set'forth the facts of the community life and bring 
home to the people information to interest and t o guide local 
agencies and movements for common welfare. It directs the 
attention of the community to the newer forms of service which 
a modern Church may be expected to perform. It represents 
the axisting situation with its strong and we&k points in 
the most concise, interesting and intelligible way possible; 
it sho~~ the actual and relative adequacy of provision for 
various forms of se~rice carried on by different denomina-
tions . I t will also show where repairs and rearrangements 
are immediately necessary~ and where adjustments are advis-
able.• 
The scope of an adequate soci al survey should ·comprise 
the f ol lowing main division s: The Public School and Mis-
sion Schools; Care of Dependents and Del inquents; Public-
Recreation; Public Health; Industrial Conditions; Charities; 
Economic conditions and City and County Administrations. 
Facts like t hese, when collected, analyzed, interpreted and 
presented to a community produce excellent results. The 
advantages· in making the survey a community enterprise are 
that the information obtained should become a common exper• 
ience and serve as a measure for united community action. 
In any given comnunity where it is unadvisable or inexpedient 
to plan the survey on a community basis, the local church 
or a group of churches should undertake such a survey of 
community conditions including the gathering of f acts bear-
ing upon some specifi c social problem that may demand im-
mediate action. The individual and related subjects in a com• 
munity life need to be studied and coordinated to secure the 
fullest results of the survey. 
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c. The need of a Social Program to meet social. conditiomh 
The church to-day is suffering under the law of diminish-
ing returns. Bore time and money, more brain and heart are 
invested in it than ever before; but, the inves·tment does 
not bring as large e. return per unit of effort as a generation 
e.go. The same is true of busi ness . Formerly, men waited for 
business ; now, it must be worked for. Advertising, traveling 
salesmen , show vdndows, free delivery are needed, if one 
expect s large returns. The competition Which has compelled 
these changes in method is felt everywhere because of t he 
multitudinous and exacting demands of modern life. Many 
and divergent interests e.re making their appeal to the me.n of 
today, e.nd the Church must compete with them &1.1 . The time has 
come when the church must either do big businss , or be con"" 
tent with a constantly decreasing volume of "business"'; it 
must capture each opportunity for service or stand a side and 
see many opportunities pass by. 
China is a big question mark and a tremendous challenge& 
A question mark for those .who want an accurate knowledge of 
social conditions; but, a challenge to those who, watching 
a nation in transition, would help her develop along the 
bagt possible lines. 
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With the country changing from an ancient empire to a mod-
ern democracy, with the ancient gilds beginning to feel the 
pressure of new industrial methods, with the passing of the 
old education and the coming of the new, with the gradual Ria-
carding of the age-long, primitive methods of philanthropy 
and the opening of new, well-organized institutions, one can 
hardl.y imagine a, situation where accurate, detailed facts and 
a strong community program a~e more important or more necessary 
than for those who would help China. 
That there are crying social needs, vast ignorance, 
appalling poverty, a striking IBck of wholesome recreation, 
is very evident. It is also apparent that there are many 
people of wide and divergent interests, many churches and 
private individuals who might help in carrying out an effec-
tive community program but who, for the most part, are not 
now at the task. Before these people and problems can be 
brought together, two things must be done: (1) scientific 
studies must be made of concrete facts and situations; and 
(2) definite community programs must be worked out1on the 
1.0 
basis of the findings of the studies. 
The great two-fold purpose of the church requires a much 
larger community program than has been supposed to be involved 
in moral and religious instruction and public worship. The 
moral and religious quality of our life depends fundamentally 
upon our relation to our fellows and t he service we render 
to the world. Love and disinterested service for men are the 
only a~ilable evidences of love for God. The instruction 
which the church gives must, therefore, aim to show men how 
to meet the problems raised by all social relationships. It 
is for citizenship in this world that men must be equipped 
and this necessitates training in effective community service. 
The Christian Church exists, not for itself, but for the com-
munity. It may not have a great variety of parish activities 
and its prayer meeting may not be largely attended; but, if 
its members are engaged in community service; if they are 
occupied with those agencies which are devoted to social bet-
terment, it is en efficient church. Each church must formul~:~.te 
i ts own program; for, community needs differ. Whether i n 
city or country, the first and indispensable step is « 
survey of the field. A careful study of t he needs of the 
community must be made; the agencies available for the supply 
of those needs must be measured; the science underlying a 
correct ministry to the needs must be kno\vn• Then, let the 
wisest people in the church decide what is to be done. This 
community program will have served its purpose if i t meets the 
felt want of pastors, ~ymen and social workers for a com-
pact statement to the Church's social t ask, together wi th its 
limitations and privileges. 
Part I 
TEE CHURCH AS A CENTER OF COMMUNITY LIFE 
• • 
Part I 
The Church as a center of community l ife. 
The Church of today must serve all community needs. Be-
fo r the world will accept J esus• principle of leadership 
through service, the churches must be wholly dominated by it . 
Jesus met all varieties of need that came under his observa-
tion, and Hi s church has been an experimental worksh~p i n 
which many great agencies fo r community betterment, like 
char ity and education, have been developed . It has now passed 
most of these over to co~unity &ministration, but its task of 
pioneering is not done. The missionary is a pioneer in 
community progress . The churches are now developing programs 
adapted t o the particular needs of their type of community. 
Many a church in city and country is recognizing its distinc-
tive f i eld and meeting its opportuni ty. Courageous pioneer-
ing of this sort will enable any church to reach i ts largest 
usefulness. The Church has done such pioneering in every 
land. Originating in the East, it has adapted itself t o 
estern needs. The Chur ch now replanted in the East under 
missionary l eadership is demononstrating again its power of 
adaptation t o environment . 
The Church has never been content to stop with community 
service under its own auspices. It sends its members out to 
work in every type of oonnnuni ty enterprise. It affiliates 
with all organizations that are working for community better -
ment, but at the same time it challenges them t o seek the 
ideal of community transformation. In China, the church lead-
ers called the leaders of the community, the gent ry, officials, 
~-
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and merchants of their own city into counci~ for the welfare 
of their town~ They did many thi ngs for their own community . 
The officials and merchants and gent r y of Chinese cities no 
l onger look as~~ce at the Church, but regard it as center 
of inspi ration , of l ove and good-will towards community lives . 
They are thus brought into working cooperation with t he pro• 
gram of J esus .. "Community needs are call i ng to the churches 
all over the world to put the evangel into sust a ined social 
l 
action." At the present situation ~ all that is needed to 
IIIWte churches into social centers f or community ~ife. The 
Church must be built, not merely with the Sunday congrega-
, t ion in mind, but also with the social activities of the 
week. These should be adequate Sunday School r ooms, par-
lors , dining room and kitchen, so t hat the church may be a 
r eal center of the community life of the people. The c i ty 
church must meet t he community needs of non-churchgoing folk 
if it would minister to thei r religious needs. 
The churches must seize the present unparalleled oppor -
tunit y, not only f or spiritual ministry through worship and 
religious training, ~ut also f or education, inspiration, and 
definite direction of t he people i n any sort of community ser-
vice that mats a well-defined need. Instead of merely 
waiting unti~ some community f orce of a degr ading or nega-
tive nature has produced a situat i on affecting t he child-
ren, the youth, or the adults of any given community, the 
church must now understand social diagnosis suff i ciently to 
strike at the roots of such forces. Streams of community 
1. Ward, n. F. a.nd Edward R.H., Chri sti an i zin;: Connnun1 t y Life· 
12. 
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influence need to be purified at their fountain-head. 
A. The Church and the city community life. 
" The modern city presents the greatest challenge before 
the Christian Church. In the great centers ~where cross the 
crowded ways of life," the need of a living faith in God is 
manifest every minute of the day and night. And, as yet, 
the Church has· been unable to meet this need in any adequate 
manner. Must the Church admit defeat and give up hope? This 
is not necessary. Indeed, it will not be done. Jesus Christ 
must be so presented to folks that they will accept him and 
the blessings which come from life lived in accordance with 
l his teachi:ngs.• 
The Church has long recognized the need of a more scienti-
fic study of the city and better alignment of its forces in 
od.ty work. But not until now has there been eny definite 
move made to meet the situation. The modern city is persia-
tently dominat~ the country and dictating the policies of 
the world. It is the heart of civilization, the source of 
social customs, the seat of commerce, and the home of arts, 
science and literature. The country thinks in terms of the 
city. The city is to control the nation; Christianity must 
control the city. Rere it is that religion is put to the 
test; and, here it has its greatest opportunities for per-
meating with its uplifting influence not only the city, but 
through the city, the nation as well. 
The gravest question of our times is at hand. Is Christ-
ianity sufficiently vital to ma.~ntain itself as a dominating 
1. Burns M.P.,. A Program for the City Church", 1920 
lC 
~actor in the world's great centers amid the highest f orms 
of civilization which Christianity itself has created? In 
t he past, under these conditions, it has proven unequal t o 
the taslc. Corinth, Athens, Rome, Paris and Berlin have all 
in turn brushed Christianity aside and refused its direct-
ing agenci es when they became dominant in the political, eco-
nomic and commercial life of the world. London was r eady to 
discard Christianity as a vital force when the Great War be-
gan. And, in the Atl antic seaborad cities of America, the 
Church was losing its power. The Kingdom forces of the Man 
of Galilee were exercising but little influence in Peking, 
Tient sin, Fuchow and Shanghai and other great cities in 
China. Pleasure, profit, politics, luxury, lust, commerce, in-
dustry, together with a multitude of like powers and passions, 
had eaten the heart out of the Gospel challenge for sacrificial 
l i ving and service. Men heard and heeded every other call 
rather than the call of the Infini te. His call was fal ling 
on dull ears. 
Plainly and unmistakably God has not, up to t his present 
hour, made a comparable redemptive deliverance to the l ife 
of the city through the organized Christian Church. The 
Church has thus far failed so to link itsel f with God and 
adopt a passionate, sacrificial, everyday evangelism as to 
enable it to minister in an effective way in these densely 
populated centers. With the pressure of reconstruction and 
a realization of the peculiar and complicated situation of 
the Church in the city comes the imperative demand for a new 
15 
community program which will register in the social, economic 
moral and religious life of the community. The failure of 
the Church has been largely due to the lack of a . comprehen-
sive, farseeing program which was adaptable to the everyday 
needs of the people. 
I. The physical aspects -- The Church llaould take into con-
sideration the physical aspects of the city. The diverse phy-
sical factors of the city should be linked up in such a man-
ner as to make the city beautiful and to satisfy the aesthet-
ic taste of the present and future generations. This requires 
at the outset some idea of city planning, the purposes and the 
waste of constructive effort in order to promote human wel-
fare and happiness. 
It require• a breadth of outlook and strength of initia-
tive for far- sighted general plans to lay out boulevards, 
play grounds and parks and to construct the administrative 
buildings of the city with & central setting and style of 
architecture that would appeal to the most critical taste. 
Furthermore, city planning should contemplate the laying out 
of the residential part of the city in restricted areas • 
Ample space for sunlight and air should be considered vital, 
and the buildings erected with such a variety of architec-
tural designs as to preserve the skylines so that the entire 
residential grouping will present an attractive and pleasing 
appearance. There are certain sections in large cities where 
the houses are ugly and ~ taste. Many of them are del api-
mated, unsanitary and overcrowded. The result of such con-
ditions tends to a losS' of interest in civic affairs and a 
loss of efficiency, as well as the spread of contagious dis-
ease and an increase in mortality. "A redemmed city involves 
suitable homes with healthful and attractive surroundings and 
rentals within easy reach of the means of the humblest citi-
1 
z.en." 
2. The social aspects-- The Church should take into con-
sideration the social life of the cosmopolitan throng that 
inhabits in cities, presents a situation of a stupendous 
character. The problem is so varied and complex and has so 
many ramifica.tions that spaoe permits only a few hints of 
what ce.n be done to approach a solution. Some of the most 
heartening signs of promise at the present time are the sup-
pression of the open saloon, opium trade and cigarette busi-
ness that have aggravated the social situation by its• organ-
ized system of greeds and vices. Too long, they have had its• 
grip on so many a.spects of municipal affairs as to breed dis-
ease, poverty and misery, especially among the submerged 
class. The Church should insist that the local government 
adopt a. law against intemperance and prostitution and en-
force the same rigidly in every city of the nation. It will 
take several years to eradicate and overcome the evil effects 
of these chief sources of human debasement. 
3. The administrative aspects --The government of a city 
comes close to the individual. The health, comfort and moral 
welfare of the entire community depends· upon it. The shame 
1. Barker J.M., The Social Gospel and the New Ear, pp 180. 
-of cities has come l argely through misgovernment and wasteful 
city methods. The demagogues and cor~lpt politicians have 
used f or selfish ends t he elements of political partisanship 
and munioipal patronage to perpetuate corrupt city adminis-
trationse Municipal reform should begin by regarding t he 
city as a corporate unity and a center of community activity 
and trying to free it from political partisanship which tends 
to foster municipal graft and political pulls. 
The Church through its committees can do much in the way 
of developing public sentiment in behalf of communhy inte .~ · ­
est as a starting point of reform. The enla r gi .g a :1d cone Jn-
trating of public sentiment should come through va ious social 
agencies a 
4. The economic and industrial aspects - - The a i m to meet 
the industrial needs of the people cannot be divorced from 
t he Church's community program. The s tandard of living 
maintained should be of such a character as to insure to 
every able bodi ed citizen employment wit h an annual wage on 
a famil y basis and every condition favorable to industrial 
effic i ency and rational living. Every effort should be made 
to create a sense of individual responsibility, to prevent 
industrial exploitation, injustice and everything that 
deteriorates the character of t ae citizenship. The wi l f ul, 
idle, shiftless and shi rkers should be made either t o work 
or starve. Every citizen, whether married or unmarried, 
should be put in a position wher e he has the opportunity to 
own his own home and t o develop thrift, self-reliance and 
17 
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virtue. Men of wealth With a pa.•sion for serving t heir fel-
lows should be encouraged to promote in every way possible 
the movement for the better housing of the citizenship. 
In conclusion, the whole environment of the city bas 
changed in the last fifty years from the simple life with its 
regular duties, in which the home played so important a part, 
to a command on all classes. •rn the city, therefore, one•s 
possibilities whether for good or for evil more fully develop. 
Angel or devil, hero or sneak, doer or loafer, miser or spend-
thrift, sage or fool each more fully attains the limit of 
. 1 
his nature than he is likely to do in the rural community." 
B. The Church and the Rural Community Life. 
In the country, the church is a. more marked institution 
than in the city. It is the dominating feature in the village . 
It has direct and immediate access to all the life of the 
community . It is easy to keep in the very center of the field 
of consciousness of the town, as it is not easy in the city. 
There is no community interest, no moral agency, no 
social force, which the minister cannot touch if he will. 
He can use all the capital of his personality, invest all 
his resources and put into practice all his gifts. 
With these great advantages , a country pastorate has 
equally great disadvantages~ The first is the laCk of stimu-
lus to the preacher. While his personality preaches for him 
all the time and to the whole community, there are few who 
come to hear his sermons. Not only are his audiences small 
but they aTe without variety. The preacher lacks the spur 
1 . R0 ss E.A. Pr1nc1ples of Sociology p 29 
__ ...,. 
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Which comes- from seeing new faces in his audience from Sunday 
to Sunday. He and his people know one another so intimately 
that they do not challenge him to his best. It takes a really 
great spirit to keep up to his highest standard of preaching 
without an outside stimulus. 
The other greatest disadvantage to a country pastorate is 
the inadequate financial support which it entails. Though 
the minister is in many cases isolated and is removed from 
much that he loves --music, libraries, are galleries, lectures 
and other intellectual stimuli--this would be in part compen-
sated for; if, he had the means to buy books and the oppor-
tunity to travel. His income is often so meager that these 
are deni ed him. The complaint is sometimes made that the 
minister has no message, that the preacher has nothing vital 
to say, and that this is the reason men do not go to church. 
What is to be expected of the minister who receives but a few 
hundred dollars a year? He may have bad good preparation 
for the pulpit; but, he must be a constant student and a 
wide reader of the best l iterature. His mind must be kept 
enriched, if i t i s to remain fresh and creative. But many 
a minist er, particularly the minister of a country church, 
receives so little that he has all he can do to buy food and 
clothing for himself and his f amily, though his mind i s hun-
gry and famishing. 
The first duty of the rural church is, therefore, to deve-
lop the cpmmunity spirit. Its program must be reorganized 
with a view t o community salvation. The test of any church 
is found in the social condi tions of the community t o which 
it ministers. No church becomes decadent so long as it ser-
ves the community. The country church has been slower than 
the church in the city to adjust itself to the ohaiging needs 
of the community. It has been content with a preaching ser-
vice and a Sunday School and has not grappled with the com-
munity problems which are in crying need of solving. 
The condition of the country church is directly involved 
in the condition of country life generally. ha.tever tends 
to raise the standard of l i ving in the country immediately 
enlarges the ministry of the church~ But, the rural church 
not only reflects the economic and social condition of the 
country, it is a most important factor in the movement to 
i mprove country life~ ts power of leadership is greater 
and more immediate than that of the city church. new pro-
gram for social service is both the supreme opportunity and 
the immediate duty of the church in the country$ 
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I. The Church and general rural conditions -The Cnurch as 
an economic, social , and spi ritual force i n rural sections 
is an inviting field of study. The rural community i ncludes all 
farming ne ighborhoods a.~d cent ers of population up t o 
f our thousand inhabitants. The rural community presents a 
problem, the solution of which challenges serious attention. 
The social aspects of the problem are in evidence . Owing 
to the migration from the country to the cities, there is a 
marked decrease in the rural populat ion . District after 
district is drained of some of its best blood to fill up the 
cities. There are several reasons why the cities are growing 
faster than the country. In the first place, the discontent 
and migratory tendencies of the rural connnuni ty grow out of 
its isolation; the introduction of machinery and improved 
agricultural implements; and the marked deficiencies of 
~lral life in contrast with its possibilitiesw The urban 
problem is one of congestion, while the rural problem is 
one of isolation. The f 'i:uit of the growi ng isolation in the 
country is an economi c and social loss . Property depreci~tes 
in value; roads deteriorate; taxes increase, and transpor&ation 
is diffi cult. 
The personal aspect of the problem is varied and complex ~ 
The key to the rur al problem lies within the realm of per-
sonality. The problem rises in the soil, and finds its u,-
ward boundary line i n the establishment of a higher type of 
manhood~ The isolation and economic conditions have some 
fatal tendencies towards individual loss. They affect the 
i deals embodied in individuals so that the social, intellectual 
and religious life tend to become narrow, and in some cases to 
degenerate~ Those who spend their lives in isolation 
and habitual hard work are likely to develop a singular 
type of mind. Their per sonality is l ess complex than if 
developed in the strenuous life of the city. The typically 
rural minded man is generally conse~Jative , independent, and 
serious. HiS vocation tends to develop a strong, intense in-
dividuality, and makes him t enacious of personal views~ He 
is naturally suspicious of anything new or strange. He is 
especially apathetic as to his economic welfare . Modern im-
provements find little welcome. He is slow to introduce new 
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t hings and have modern conveniences and a comfortable home. 
He is too much satisfied with things as they are , and not 
sufficiently awake to the undeveloped resources about him. 
He lives so close to the physical side of life and deals so 
much with concrete and tangible things that abstract theories 
are rather obnoxious to him. These rural traits make~t 
difficult to change rural conditions and to ameliorate coun-
try life. 
2. Rural health and hygiene--The country is behind the 
city in both the matter of information regarding sanitary 
conditions and in the application of the methods of sanita-
tion. This is true in spite of the fact that the country has 
some decided hygienic and sanitary advantages in the way of 
an abundance of sunlight and fresh air and, for a large por-
tion of the year, of fresh food in greater quantities than the 
city can afford. There is also a.n abundance of physical exer-
cise in the country, but unfortunately of such a one-sided 
character, that it does not develop the body harmoniously, yet 
tends in many cases to strain and to impair certain tissues 
and organs. These are largely natural advantages. "For 
the most part the disadvantages of the country in a sanitary 
way are the result of man's own negligence rather 
1 
than inherent in the nature of the country i t self." In the 
country as yet, there is almost everywhere less sanit~3 in-
spection, and there is consequently less sanitary control 
over such matters as the drainage of mosquito-breeding swamps, 
the disposal and destruction of noxious refuse and dead animals, 
I. Phelan John, Readi.ni's in Rural SociologY• 
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the inspection of water supply and the milk supply; and, less 
c~ntrol of diseased and poisonous animals, such as dog in-
fected with rabies and dangerous snakes. This lack of sani-
tary inspection and control is not alone due to ignorance, 
but is also in large part traceable to the economic costs of 
carrying out such program of sanitation; and, perhaps, equally 
as often due to the loak of proper social and economic machin-
ery or organization for getting it done. 
The country is also less well supplied with many of the 
sanitary and health aids which are coming to be relatively 
so plentiful in the cities, such as good physicians within 
reasonable calling distance, the district or visiting nurse, 
hospitals and 41spensaries. The country also is too frequent-
ly lacking in such other hygienic and health aids as ·public and 
private bathing facilities, regular and well regulated exer-
cise and recreation, protection from sudden changes in temper-
ature and inclement weather. The rural communities exceed in 
malaria, influenza, dysentery, peritonitis, and the diseases 
of the nervous and circulatory systems, and also possibly, 
in pellagra and hook-worm and so forth. 
The Church is the one agency in the community singularly 
adapted to coordinate these and other social organizations 
to fraternize the people and promote healthy, social and in-
terest. All these efforts of socialization and organization 
for mutual service and benefit are of little value unless 
there is a widening and deepening of the spirit of brotherhood 
and spiritual life. 
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3. The need of good r oads -- One of the prevalent causes 
of rural discontent and degeneration grows out of the danger 
of stagnation. Variety and a stimulus are needed. The people 
in rural communities should be led to appreciate the unreal-
ized sources of interes·t in a natural rura.l. environment. 
They should have something more in common than the interest 
in farming processes. The socialization forces necessary to 
effect a reform are not to be found from without but within 
the community itself. Ea.ch community must find itself and 
redeem itself. One means to overcome the barriers to socia-
bility is to encourage the building of better roads and es-
tablishing better means of communication. Rural free delivery, 
telephones, trolley lines, automobiles, and good roads add 
greatly to the advancement of social life and to a community 
sense and interest. The country is in need of good roads for 
the transportation of their products. Now produce is shipped 
to the great city, and by a circuitous route it reaches the 
consumer, worth much less but bought at two or three times the 
price the farmer gets for it. Now farm products are rail-
roaded to the distant city and then returned for distribution 
to the town or village but a few miles distant from where 
they were raised. So that good roads are needed in the rural 
community. 
4. The agriculture organizations -- The Church should like-
wise aim to coordinate the influence of local organizations so 
as to unify and secure harmonious action of the various 
social agencies engaged in the betterment of rural life.. The 
Church should call the farmers together and help them to 
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organize some kind of agriculture organizations, introduce 
new crops, new machinery, new methods of fertilization, new 
breeds of cattle, and new social customs. 
Farmers, who generally form the most numerous class in a 
--..- country and have everywhere a great influence on the destinies 
of nations, can not, if they remain isolated, make sufficient 
provision for the improvement of the various crops and their 
distribution in proportion to the needs of consumers, nor 
protect their own interests on the market, which, as far as 
the important produce of the soil is concerned , is tending 
to become more and more one market for the whole world. 
Therefore, considerable advantage might be derived from agri-
cultural organization, which, with no political object, would 
undertake to study the conditions of agriculture in the various 
countries of the world, periodically publishing reports on the 
amount and character of the crops, so as to facilitate 
production, render commerce less expensive and more rapid , 
and establish more suitable prices. 
These organizations, c:oming to an understanding with the 
various national offices already existing for the purpose, 
would also supply precise information on the conditions of 
agricultural labor in various localities , so as to serve as 
a safe and useful guide for farmers; promote agreements for 
mutual defense against diseases of plants and animals, where 
individual action is insufficient; and, finally, would exer-
cise an action favorable to the development of rural coopera-
tion, agriculture insurance and credit. The benefits attained 
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by means ot such organization, a bond of union between all 
farmers and consequently an important influence for peace 
would certainly manifold. 
In conclusion, the forming of a program for community 
service the same rule holds in t he country as in the city. 
"'A wave of civic pride is now sweeping over the country . .!. 11 
A new community consciousness is being developed. Even the 
smaller towns are organizing civic betterment societies. The 
beautifying of towns and vill~ges, the improvement of trans-
portation facilities, the securing of better roads, better 
water, better light, better sewage disposal -- these are the 
absorbing new interests of the whole country. In this move-
ment fur community salvation, the church shoUld take a lead-
ing part. The church should be the pl~ce for the town meet-
ing and the center of the community life; and, the church 
should be a power in the community. 
c. The Church as an institution for coordinating social 
agencies for community welfare. 
The redemption of society is not to be~ccomplished alone 
by individual Christians acting apart from the church life, nor 
by the »nited and conscious activity of the church as a cor-
porate social and spiritual power, but by blending, unify-
ing , and coordinating both methods of social service so that 
both personal and concerted action may complement each other. 
There are some existing social evils that have become so en-
trenched in the social customs and habits that it takes the 
united and coordinated forces of organized Christianity to 
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suppress them, as well as to carry out a constructive social 
program. There no doubt but that the Christian should take 
the initiative and, independent of any organic effort, do all 
he can as an individual in the way of personal. service. But, 
he intensifies and adds a new and multiplied power and in-
fluence to his social efforts when he joins with fellow Christ-
ians of like mind in the Church to accomplish some definite, 
concrete social task. Moreover, the life and morel influence 
of the Church in the community lends weight and force to the 
social program initiated, fostered, an~ carried forward by the 
collective action of those who share the church life. Some 
problems do not directly enlist the formative efforts of the 
Church. TheY are effectively promoted by agencies outside 
the Church. These should have the sympathy, cooperation and 
molding influence of the church; but, those problems which 
stand directly in the way of the coming of the Kingdom of 
God and have a special bearing upon human welfare should en-
gage the immediate attention of the Church. The law of love 
and the question of expediency should help define the rela-
tion of the Church to the active participation in solving 
certain social problems. 
"One Christian alone and single-handed may accomplish com-
paratively little against social wrongs; but, when united with 
others of like maind and purpose, the individual effort 
is multiplied many fold. The united efforts and correlated 
plans of a Christian army under a centralized leadership in-
troduce a new and powerful force with which to secure results. 
Th~ellective will of the Church set on social righteousness 
is unconquerable. n·1 The highest social efficiency of the 
C'hurch is attained better by finding a point of contact with 
other social agencies and cooperative movements of social 
reform outside the immediate range of church life, but which 
rightly _come within the range of Christian endeavor. The 
organized groups within the church should avoid coming tinto 
competition with other like organizations outside having the 
same or similar objects of activity. Instead of multiplying 
agencies and working at cross purposes, it is far better for 
Christian men and women to centralize their forces and unite 
their efforts to strengthen the outside organization already 
in the field and capable of giving competent direction t o 
obtain the social end sought. 
The work visible before the church is to seek closer 
a ssociation and a more sympathetic relation with public in-
stitutions and specialized social agencies , in order to have 
a larger share in organizations and movem~nts for social up-
lift. The church by virtue of its position, influence and 
numerical strength, should aim to create and sustain the gov-
erning ideals of all social effort. It is the natural leader 
and inspirer of social movements aQd charities. The 
Church does not step aside from its proper sphere by aiming 
to direct and supervise a definite program of moral serviee 
to the community. The Church by striving to help the poor 
and t o secure better housing conditions, and better indus-
trial relations, as well as to mitigate the evils of intem-
1 . Barker J.M., The S0 oial Oospel and the New Era, pp 58 
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paranee, disease and social v~ongs, is doing a splendid 
work fo r the Kingdom of G0 d. It should associate and cooar din-
ate social agencies and encourage and train men to take an 
active part in all controlling and uplifting effort t o serve 
the community. 
1 . Denominational and social organization -- It is folly 
today in most communnies to be fighting evil alone and 
single-handed, for evil i s socialized and mobilized. The 
only effective ~ay t o meet it is to organize all the f orces 
1 
of good." This is one of the compelling t a sks of l eadership 
in all communities -- to get together the people who believe 
in righteousness, the forces of good 1ill. his i s the princiP.le 
back of the r apidly developing interdenominat i·onal 
union of cooperative movements in mi ssion la..-rtds . Organized 
team work is what is needed. In battle, a regiment goes t o 
pieces when its officers and killed, unless there be some 
leader to step into the breach and rally the forces. So in 
any community there needs to be a rallying point in the fig~t 
against evil · Some courageous personality is often all that 
is needed t o fuse the latent forces of righteousness into an 
effective organiza tion . 
2, Y.M.C.Ao and YoW.C.A. ~- The opportunities which a 
modern Young Men and Young 70men 1 s . hristian Associations ol·fers 
to young men and young women are too well knomn t o need descrip= 
tion~ The dues a re not over ten dolla r s a year for all t he 
privileges, includi ng the gymnas ium; and, s ometimes, they ar e 
as low a s five dollars . Three dollars invariably admits to 
1. Uard-Echva;rd. Christiani zing Community Life, pp 138 
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everything but the g~~asium , and often f or one dollar one 
obtains t he use f or a year of a good reading- room, all kinds 
of amusements, eveni ng classes, and clubs. The gymnasiums 
a r e often the very finest in the c ity. The eveni ng classes 
take the place of a first-class business college . The social 
rooms are fitted up with every comfort a In s ome associ ations, 
meal s are served for he benefit of clerks and young business 
men. Employment bureaus are common. Never before have the 
physical, mental, snd social needs of young men and young 
women been more ap.ply suppli ed than in a modern Christi an 
Association Building. It is i mposs i ble not to be impressed 
with it. Yany young men and young omen who frequent these 
association halls, which are kept open every night, are pre-
served f rom the temptations of city life. They are the cen-
ters of best influences . Young men and young women are almys 
sur e ther e of a personal interest , of good advice; of a help-
ing hand ; and, hundreds recei ve there what they would never ob-
tain elsevthere . 
The Chur ch should l ikewise aim to coordinate the influence 
of these Christi an Associations so as to unify and secure har-
monious action of the various social agencies engaged in the 
betterment of community life . 
3. Trade Union and Local Labor Bodies-- Every moral questi on 
of the day ohallenges the church for a judgment which the 
3hristians cannot f ail t o give without f orfeiting their posi~ 
tion as teachers of morals. And as Bishop Gore says, behind 
the more t echni cal and political proposals of the workers 
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•there is a fundamental appeal f or justice which the Christ-
ian church cannot ignore." Certainly, the protection of 
children workers, the shortening of hours for women, the 
securing of proper sanitation in factories and mills, the 
protection of life and limb from dangerous machinery, the 
securing of two openings to mines, and many kindred issues 
of labor unions are moral questions and within the sphere 
of the church. Upon such quest ions of j ustice between man 
and man, the Church must have something to say. 
The Church and Labor orgenizationshave separate fun :-;tions, 
but their central aim is to ork f or social justice and human 
brotherhood. fhey should work together~ The unit of effort 
must come through a common ideal and spir it. The prevailing 
ideals and controlling instincts of the leaders i n the 
Church and in the labor orgenizations will give tone and temper 
to the opinions of the mass of people. Hence, there is a great 
responsibility resting upon the leaders which should be re-
cognized and appreciated. Labor leaders have much to learn 
from the Church. They must teach that the enfranchisement o~ 
labor is not to come through economic betterment alone, 
but through ethical and religious agencies. The root cause 
of many modern industrial evils is found in the egotism and 
materialism of the individual. It is devoutly hoped that 
the apparently di vergent paths of both the church and orge.n-
i zed l~bor may eventually converge until they can join hands 
and hearts under the same divine Leader, and together work 
for a Kingdom of Right Relations among Men. 
. _, 
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Labor organizations have many points of agreement with te 
Church. The essential principles of brotherhood and coopera-
tion in their different a..speots should be recognized and in-
telligently interpreted in order to overcome any strained re-
lations that may exist between the church and labor organiz~­
tion of the better type. Both Will lose in strength and in-
fluence by holding themselves aloof from fellowship and co-
operation. The coordination of their work will hasten the 
new industrial day wherein equity, justice and brotherhood 
will reign. 
Each local Church should become an institution for co-
ordination with the other social agencies for community wel-
fare. It stands in a vital and responsible rel~tion to the 
neighborhood and to the common interests of the community. 
No other social agency can do the work committed to it. The 
responsibility of the Church should be clear and strong 
along lines to develop the social consciousness, to inter-
·pret the inner meaning of the Kingdom, and to guide and direct 
all other social forces and movements which look to broaden-
ing the social horizon and intensifying the activity of all 
the people for mutual interest and Christian brotherhood. 
The Methodist Episcopal Church adopted a statement of its 
ltSocial Creed" at the General Conference of May, 1912. This 
statment has since been adopted by other denominational bodies 
, including the Federa:l Council of Churches of Christ in Ameri-
ca. A full statement of this social creed may be found in the 
Appendix. 
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Part II 
THE CHURCH AND ECONOMIC LIFE 
Part II The Church and Economic Life 
"Economic prosperity is the basis of a vigorous community 
1 
church life", says Professor Earp. The connection between 
economic conditions, community welfare, and church work is 
vital and acute. It the churches continue their past policies of 
~hands-off,• they will more and more feel the effects of these 
economic forces. Even from the standpoint of self-interest, the 
churches are forced to decide what attitude they are to take tovard 
these f undamental questions. 
It is not merely for the safety to their own institutions , how-
ever, that t he churches should be interested in these issues. It 
is because of the influence of the churches on the lives and des-
tinies of millions of men, women, and children; and, because they 
set their own high value upon human life and character, that organ-
ized Christianity must consider these problems. 
Are the churches to wait until forces that organiz.e indus -
tries, create cities, abandon farms, change populations , destroy 
land values, and exploit resources have accomplished their tasks , 
regardless of the effect upon human life and welfare, and upon the 
institutions which serve the spiritual needs of men? Or, shall 
they seek to understand the sources of these forces, learn ho 
they operate, and endeavor through united action to guide the 
development of economic lifie? This is the clear issue between 
economic determinism and the power of moral and spiritual forces. 
Christianity, when fully awakened and informed, will neither hesi-
tate nor turn back, but will go forward to make the things of the 
spirit triumph. 
The new message is that the individual is seen, not in his iso-
1 . Earp E.L., The Rural. Church Serving the Community, pp 42 
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lation, but in his relation to every other person and to all the 
organized life of the community. We are , therefore, challenged 
by the very nature of Christianity, to study the foundations of 
economic and industrial order. Any church's community program 
must take account of the economic basis ·on which society is built. 
The struggle for daily bread is the largest single factor in the 
lives of the vast majority of men in any community. The task be-
fore the churches i s to make effect ive, 1n t his economic and social 
realm, the principles of our Lord, stated at the close of this par t. 
Christianity ' s approach to these economic issues, therefore, 
will be in terms of human values. I nstead of waiting until some 
economic influence has created problems so vast and complex that 
the lives of men are enmeshed almost beyond rescue, it will re-
quire an a.ccount of these f orces in terms of t heir effect upon 
huma.n personality. This will mean some changes in the point of 
view, and in the fundamental thinking, of Christian people with 
reference tO the place these economic forces have in life. 
A. Cause~ of poverty. 
The Church t o be of the grc!tatest servi ce in S:lolishing poverty 
should direct its chief attention to remove the causes of poverty 
rather than t o deal with its effects. Among the many causes may 
be mentioned v~ste, low wages, overwork, unemployment, accident , 
and sickness. Among the chief factors to be reckoned with are 
the personal equations , suoh as i nherited or acquired individual 
defects, personal handicaps of eye, ear, throat or occupational 
disease; industrial conditions, deficient education and the lack 
of industry, thrift, foresight and morae capacity. 
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The Church is challenged to help abolish t he conditions which 
tend to c reate poverty. The Church aa the exponent of right and 
justice should deal with the f undwmental economic and social 
changes necessarJ for the well being of every member of society. 
The task is not impossible. It requires wisdom, sanity and 
courage to face the forces of self- interest , but the outcome is 
a ssured. The dynamic forces of civilization are on the side of 
justice. The majority of men are fair-minded, wish to deal justly. 
The heart of the ethical principles and program of the gospel is one 
of mutual service. Hence, there is no need for the Church to hesi-
tate to put up a counter offensive against many entrenched busi-
ness codes and industrial abuses growing out of the et hi cal philo-
sophy of mate r iaJ.ism and self-interest. he welfare of the r ace 
hinges on the spirit of mutual service and brotherhood to animate 
industrial activities. The Church, if t rue t o its ideals and op-
portunities, is bound to effect industrial and social changes 
that will contribute in no small degree to the abolution of pov-
erty and to the enriclnnent of life. 
I. Sickness and accidents - - In modern cities an inadequate 
income means an i nsufficient quantity and a poor quality of food. 
Undernourishment of chi ldren, especially, almost invariably accom-
panies poverty. Poor families as a rule do not receive proper 
medical care. Health i s endangered because of neglected teeth . 
The volume of si::kness is undoubtedly much greater among the 
poor than among other classes. Especially is there a. higher deat h 
~te among the children of the poor. 
When it i s remembered t ha t the income of thousands of families 
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ig at best barely sufficient to provide the necessities of life 
and permits only the very slightest margin for savings, the tra~ 
gedy of sickness and accidents will be more fully appreciated. 
As a result of sickness and accidents, tens of thousands of workers 
are unable to work from three months to six months out of the 
year. Not only do the wages of the sick or injured worker usu~lly 
stop, but there is the added expense of doctors and medicine, to 
say nothing of the strain upon his wife. A sickness of several 
weeks often plunges a family into debt from which it may take years 
to escape. It is impossible to esti~e the human tragedy repre-
sented in such cases. 
2. Old age -- The average unskilled worker reaches his maxi-
mum earning power shortly after attaining to manhood. By the 
time he is married his i ncome is about as high as it ever will be . 
The coming of each baby into the home means an added struggle and 
a lower standard of life. The income of unskilled workers is not 
sufficient to make possible any consideeable saving for a rainy 
day or for old age. As the worker gets on in years his earning 
capacity decr eases, he finds it increasingly difficult to find 
work and the periods between jobs grow longer. One of two things 
happens; such a worker becomes dependent upon relatives, thus in-
creasing their struggle; or, he drifts into poverty, existing on 
a lower levefl of comfort or becoming a charge upon charity. 
There are few kinds of misery more acute than that felt by an 
old man who reelizes that his earning capacity is growing less, 
and who is in constant fear that he will lose his job and become 
an object of charity. 
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3. Unemployment--In the aggregate a large group of persons 
are unemployable for one reason or another. This group includes 
cripples, invalids, the blind, epileptics, the feeble-minded and 
those of low intelligence, habitual vagrants, habitual criminals, 
and those of depraved moral character. There are, of course, a 
multitude of causes for the disqualifications of the persons in 
this group. It cannot be questioned, however, that a consider-
able proportion of t hese causes are rooted in povertye Ill health 
invalidism, epilepsy, feeble-mindedness, vagrancy, and crime all 
thrive in the soil of poverty. These things are both causes and 
consequences of poverty. There are several other ~jor causes of 
poverty , such as low wages in raation to the high cost of living, 
enforced unemp~oyment, and the inadequacy of the national income. 
4. Laziness and Intemperance -- Every effort of the church 
should be made to remove the cause of much destitution by inqug-
urating a reform to abolish organized evil and every scheme of de-
signing men to pander to vice, with its resultant encouragement of 
idleness, vicious habits , vagrancy and dependence. The direct 
source of poverty is laziness and lack of self-restraint due 
largely to improper home surroundings and early training. Accord-
ing t o the police statistics, more than fifty peF. cent. of the 
people in public institutions are there through some form of in-
t emperance or through idleness. A long step in reform will be 
taken when the existing laws against intemperance and idleness are 
rigidly enforced in every city of the nation. It will take several 
years to eradicate and overcome the evil effects of these chief 
sources of human debasement . 
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5. Dependents and Delinquents--Poverty is an important factor 
in crime and also crime is an important factor of poverty. Lack 
of adequate t r aining in childhood , the unfavorable atmosphere of 
the slum, and the pressure of physi cal need and the consequent 
feeling of recklessness, all tend to create criminality. Poverty 
is the prolific parent of crime. Ignorance and criminal tenden-
cies on the part of any considerable proportion of the population 
make possible boss rule and wholesal e corruption and endanger demo-
cratic government. Ill health, low mentality, l a ck of training, bit-
terness, resentment , and a gen~ral breakdo~m of morale all work 
together to keep the wor ker from rendering efficient service. In-
effiei ent workers affect the profits of the employer and the gen-
eral prosperity of the community. •tso the movement for prison re-
form, for the proper care of juvenile delinquents, and for the pre-
vention of crime, i~one of the finest expressions of the Christian 
1 
spirit in modern times .. 11 
B. The remedial agencies of poverty ~ 
The Church ~s been doi ng a magnificent work in promoting a 
better economic life by cooperating in the suppression of all 
forms of organi~ed vice, such as the saloon, tobacco , the dope 
evil, t he whi te slave traffic and prostitutione These evils have 
been the means of de pleting energy and impoverishing their victimse 
The overthrow of the saloon system and tobacco trade in China mean 
greater efficiency and the saving of billions of dollars t o be 
surned into l egitimate trade for the betterment of those who need 
greater material comf ortse The Church, however, is more inter-
ested in the constructive measures of economic life than i n 
le Guild R. B. , The [anual of Inter-Church Work, pp 102 
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nega.ti Tf9 restra · It ai ms· tu destroy the various forms of 
socia l surplus of life. The giving up of the lower aims i s the 
means to open the door t o a mor e abtmdant life for all classes. 
1 . Cultivation of thrifty habits--The Church may contribut e 
to t he abol ition of poverty by stimulating the habit of thrift. 
The economic life of every communi ty may be enl a r ged and strengti:1-
ened by iscouraging economic waste and encouraging thrift. Ignor-
ance and waste are the poor man's greatest enemiese The growth of 
wealth depends chiefly upon i ndustry, productiveness and the habit 
of saving on the part of each indivi dual . The habit of thr ift is 
largely influenced by the ability and the inclination t o weigh 
values and t o forecast and provi de f or future needs and desires. 
e practice of thr i f t should never lower the standards of worthy 
living, but rather aim at the increased power of production and 
an enlarged consumption in order to secu~e and maint&in a higher 
average of comfort s, intelligence and enjoyment~ The habi~of 
saving when it does not sink t o the leve of stingine s s and P-~rsi-
mony, os a r eal val ue. Insurance men say that ninety-five ~~ r 
cent. of men on r eaching sixty years of age are dependent eit her 
upon their daily earnings or upon charity f or t hei r livelihood. 
2. Employment Bureaus--~ he f ield of community service offers 
opportunity for employment to the army of unemployed i n all the 
churches . "Learn by doing" is the new maxim of education. n
1 People 
want to be of use, and multitudes are really l ooking f or a j ob. 
Jobs a-plenty are to be found in every community--real jobs--but 
people do not know how to connect with them. The church must 
1. Strayer P. M. , The Reconstruction of the Church, pp 231 
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r evise its program :: order to train those people to become ef'2' 
fective worlcers . S~ an employment bureau should be establi sh-:~d i 
congested and polygot communities to help worthy men and women 
find work ~ No charges sho uld be made t o either party. A branch 
for young boys and girls who need after-achool jobs i s a great 
asset both i n helping the finances of the home and in giving the 
chil dren a chance to keep on in school and earn some money a t t he 
same time . 
3e Loan agenci es--Another r emedy which may justly be dr awn 
f r om the principles that have been pre sent ed is that materia l r e-
l ief itself may of ten be used in such a way a s to enabl e the one 
who recei ves it t o bee me independent of relief . This is most 
clearly brought out in the contrast between small , irregula r grants, 
made from t ime to time to supply the bare necessities, when the 
applicant fo r relief has r eached the point of destitution, and the 
loan, a t one t ime, of a considerable sum of money, which , by enab-
ling one to start in business or to continue in a small bus~ness al -
ready established, or t o fit one 's self for some new vocation, 
t ransfers the beneficiary of such loan , once f or all , to t he ranks 
of the self-supporting. Two or three important charitable agen-
cies conduct, a~ a regular part of their activities, a special 
self-support fund from which such a dvances are made, as nearly 
as possible, on a business ba s i s, although, in the absence of 
absolute securi ty , there is a lways the risk t hat the loan will 
not be repaid in whole or even, perhaps, in part. This will help 
the poor people a great deal from t he financial point of vie~. 
4~ The Good-Will Industry--The Christian message for the world 
means good~ll to men. Anything, therefore, which t he churches 
and their agents, not only at home but abroad a s well , can do to 
establi sh good-will among contending factions. in industry Will be 
essentially vvangelistic and missionary. Good-will abandons the 
theory t hat l abor is a,comi:nodity, or that it is merely a: machine, 
subject to scientific management. It will not promote the ideal 
that democracy means that every individual is absolutely free to 
do as he pleases. Such a democracy would only mean a despotism 
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of powerful individuals . Good-will will not promo te the·· dictator-
ship of organized l abor. It assures security to l~bor and abolish-
es the possibility of unemployment. Good~will must help to estab-
lish and maintain the public employment-offices, f or nothing de-
moralizes l abor and intensifies the ill-will of labor more than 
competing private employment-offices t hat l ive on the f ees of 
w~rkers. Good-will also establishes group insurance, welfa re sys-
t ems, and every other aevice that guarantees to men their full 
human rights. 
The two great organiz:ed factors in industry are the employers 
and the employees. It may fairly be said that if any great modi-
f ication of industry is to come , it will be through t he associa-
tions whi ch the employees and organized capital have formed for 
their own protection . The r epresentatives of money cannot act 
independently. They are tied up in vast systems whose ramifica-
tions are wide and deep . It is fair to say that within their own 
groups the light of day i s beginning t o dawn~ Similarly, those 
employed must be given a chance to safeguard their human r ights 
through collective a ction. "Collective bargaining, ... however , is 
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onl.y the first step. Christianity could not tolerate for a 
moment the lining up of these two great factors in industry, the 
employers end employees, in an organized competi ti tive struggle for 
the advantage of one group over the other. No class stntggle, 
no class triumphs, can be tolerated. The standards of our Lord 
as to human value apply to all men and demand cooperation on all 
sides for the good of the community. 
c. The Ideal of Industrial Democracy. 
Labor organizations of t he best type are grouped more or less 
about the ideals and fundamental principles of an industrial de-
mocracy.. TheY work in the belief that the users of the tools of 
industry will gradually become the owners on a cooperati~e basis. 
The skilled and unskilled workmen unite and demand the right of 
representation and joint action in the conduct of industrial enter-
prises which bear directly on the conditions under which Labor is 
to be perfor.med. TheY demand a voice in everything that pertains 
to their welfare. History and experience show that the wage-
earners' hope of escaping economic servitude is by means of their 
united action to secure results. Wherever the buyer and the sel-
ler of the power to labor have not been upon an equal economi c 
footing, the individaal wage-earner has found it difficult to obtain 
a just wagee What the dependent wage-earner is unable to secure 
for himself alone, he may obtain by the united action of his fellow~ 
craftsmen. Hence the wage-earner regards labor oggan-
izations as standing for t he recognition of a suppressed and de-
~eated personality, and serving as one of the pre=conditions for 
forceful action and self-realization . 
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Tb.e dominant idea of l a.bor organizations is to establish some 
form of industrial cooperation in which .there shall be a mutual 
sense of justice, responsibility, and good will. It is a stride 
in the direction of the material aspects of the Kingdom of God on 
earth. It is at this point that organi~ed Christianity ~ join 
forces with organized labor and give the form of industrial demo-
cracy a deep and enriching content by imparting to it the spirit 
of brotherhood. An industrial cooperative democracy implies fel-
lowship and brotherhood., Whatever promotes love and brotherhood, 
encourages cooperative effort. The former is the cause and effect 
of the latter. A harmonious industrial order can not be conceived 
without the ethical element basedPn the spirit of love and good will. 
The spirit of brotherhood is at the very center of loyal devotion 
t o the interests of all classes. It is~he pledge of social solid-
arity and mutual service. It is the opposed to the spirit of 
narrow and restricted individualism which has always been a dis-
integrating influence in society. It is the one hope of a genuine 
and permanent industrial democracy that will be safe for the 
wage-earner, the wage-payer and the consumer •. 
1. Fosters the spirit of cooperation a nd brotherhood--Labor 
organizations of the better type are developing the spirit of co-
operation and brotherhood. A common cause and a common interest 
unite them in a common bond~ Their central purpose is to benefit 
what they consider the oppressed class of manual toilers. They 
are struggling for economic justice, larger liberties and better 
conditions of living. They ask for better wages, better tools , 
better houses and better sanitary regulations. The r eal essence 
of moving affection that unites men in a mystic brotherhood 
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springs from a common nature which i s derived from a common Fath-
er .. Fraternal relations that converge and unite in God give a 
supreme value t o every human soul. The spirit of brotherliness 
and fellowship based upon this fact becomes a society-making 
force and capable of creating the strongest bonds of social life. 
The wage-earners do not ask for any vague theory of humanlrother-
hood. Their natures cry out for a brotherhood that really is vital 
and sincere . The Church should remove every barri er within the 
church life that stands in the way of cordial and friendly r elations 
between all classes. 
2. Helps develop per s :mal qualities--The Church can perform 
a further servi ce by having a. well thought out progr am to r ealize 
industrial democracy and by encouraging constructi ve policies that 
l ook to industrial betterment. The industrial training of the 
young needs special attent ion and emphasis . Compl ete and inspir-
ing industrial education should be incorporated in the public edu-
cational system. Where vocational training is impracticable, pri-
vate means and cooperative effort should be enlisted to have the 
artistic f aculty and the industria l skill of the youth well de-
vel oped. The aim should be t o help each one to fi t himself f or 
some special t a sk suited to his ca pacity and thus to elevate the 
unskilled worlanan and eventually bri ng all unskilled industries 
i nto the rank of the skilled . The larger life of material comforts 
and happiness will come by increased productiveness and coopera.-
tive effort of every citizen. 
~The Church, in many cases, can help determine the character of 
the di versions through Men's Clubs , social gatheri ngs , l ectures 
and i n many ways create opportunities and means to cultivate 
I. 
manual sports as well as to help refine amusementse Every step 
in this direction will help elevate men and prepare the way for 
1 
the amel:loration of industrial conditions." 
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3. Contributes towards industrial justice--The term industrial 
justice is used in an accomodating sense t o meet the differen~ 
conceptions of what is justice as applied to each of the four pro-
ductive factors, capital, rent, management and labor$ Manifestly 
then industrial justice is a relative term to indicate any system 
of adaptation which leads for the time being to a sati sf actory ad-
justment of the mutual interests of the various factors of industry. 
The re ~rd of labor can not be expressed in quantitative terms. They 
are life, and life has no fixed limits. Moreover, the employer can 
not always control the industrial situation. He is often the 
victim of the market and can not do as he would like to do . For 
these reasons industrial justice when applied t o concrete cases 
must take into consideration the employer, the employee, the con-
sumer and the market conditions. Justice is not a. one-sided af-
fair. The wage-earner should give in return for his compensation 
a just equivalent of service and the employer should share with 
the workmen the highest average of comfort which the business ill 
justify. The wage-earner should have a right to a f air chance to 
earn a livelihood and the widest opportunity for physical, intel-
lectual, aesthetic and spiritual expression. The wage-payer has 
a right to loyal and efficient service in order to conserve capi-
tal and to secure mor e producti ve power and a higher grade of com-
fort for a greater number of people. Industrial justice from an 
lw Barker J.M., The Social Gospel and the New Era, pp 105 
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economic point of view resolves itself into the joint control 
of the divisions of labor, and the amicable divisions of the re-
sults of industry. Both employer and employee should aim to in-
carnate justice in the interests of the common weal. Men will 
become united in fraternal and cooperative relations in propor-
tion to the prevalence of the spirit of equity and f airness. Dr. 
F. E. Johnson says -mmployers, workers, and consumers must cooper-
ate in producing and di stributing goods which are needed. To this 
end, research, education, and healt h measures are required. In-
dustry must be stabilized and provision made for the income of 
workers during periods of enforced unemployment. An equitable dis-
tri bution of the proceeds of industry must be made. And, a system 
of control must be established which gives to each worker a share 
in the democratic control of the industry in which he is engaged. 
Therefore, people should agree that these are necessary ~teps in 
order t o make industry produce more goods and better people."l 
1 . J ohnson F.E., Christ1ap1ty and Economic Problems, pp 81 
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Part III 
The Chur ch and Public Healt h 
he movement fo r public health is rapi dly §aining force and 
is of extreme i mportance. Children were not meant to die. 
Hundreds of thousands of people who perish annually and un-
necessarily f rom preventable diseases, such as typhoid, malaria, 
tuberculosis, typhus, alcoholism, venereal diseases, and pneu-
monia, constitut e a waste of life, a menace to health, a burden of 
poverty, and a weight of sorrow, ihich handicaps the nation 
and indicts its civi l ization. When pure water, clean and un-
i nfected milk, sanitary and unadult erated food, adequa te se~ age 
disposal, clean ~treets and houses, pure air and abundance of 
light, med cal inspection and care, and sci entific handling of 
c ntagion, are possible to all citi zens and to every c ommunity, 
those who care for t he well-being of the people should not rest 
day or night until they are made effective . 
An effective department of public health, free f r om political 
influence, managed by public-spirited officials who know their 
field, is a matter for determined effort in every community which 
does not have such a department . What is needed is not simply 
officials who will enforce public health regulations but who have 
t he educat ional i ea and method, who will not only keep back-
alleys olean, but t each careless c i ti zens why and how to keep 
them clean. 
he movement for public health of fers t o churches rare oppor-
tuni ties of effective service. This is due, first, to the fac t 
tha.t t he church is a great educational insti tution, and ma.n i n-
cl ude in its educational wor ~ the fundamental ideas and problems 
(47) 
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i nvolve in p bl i c health. It i s due, secondly, to t he power 
which the church has, through its organization, to assist in com-
munity and state-wide campaigns against diseases and in behalf of 
organi zations combating is ase,. The ChuTch ha s a special 
f~~ction in helping t o meet the social situation. The pr oblem 
of health is vitally related to the well-being and efficiency of 
members in the churches at home and increasingly so of those in 
boundaries mission fields . No other agency in the community li:fe 
is so well adapted t o help conserve public health as the churches 
that reach every section of the nation . One of the creeds in ~he 
social platform of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in 
merica i "to safeguard the physi cal and moral health of com-
munity.•• The Church wi ll emphasize its common i nterest in mankind 
by hel ing t o r aise the health standards and living conditions 
throughout the world. 
he modern crusade of the Chu1·ch against disease is no new t sk .. 
The Bible is by no means silent regarding pessonal hygi ene and 
public health. It is the plain f unction of the Chu ch to direct 
i t s .efforts to he lp remove some of the causes~hat produce sick-
ness and disease. The medical mission work abundantly demonstrates 
the f act. t is not necessary to have power to heal by miracu-
l ous means, but rather to help create social and sanitary conditions 
which will prevent the transmission of disease through epidemics , 
f evers , pl~gues, and t hus mitigate t he course of disease, and 
make f or health and strength. The Ki ngdom of God on earth implies 
that preventable infectious diseases and much of the ill health 
and s ickness should be banished from society~ 
The Church should arouse a. sense of the religious value and 
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significanc6 of human life and health. The cn1sade for health 
should be an expression of reverence f or personality . The Cnurch 
i n the spiritual force to conduct men in a militant warfare against 
the hidden subtle causes of disease and ill health~ Christians 
should be me.de t o feel the responsibility of carL~g for their 
own h alth; and, likewise, become awaken.ed to the religious as-
pect of caring for the health of their ne ighbors and the whole com-
munity. The Great Physician spent much of his time in healing dis-
eases. His healing ministry witnesses to the sanctity of health~ 
He gave proof of his Messiahship by h~aling all manner of diseases . 
Throughout His career the sick, the blind 1 the lunatic, and the 
leper received his touch and felt his power of healing. He sent 
forth his disciples with specific instructions to heal the sick. 
The modern Church should aim a t nothing less~ The modern health 
crusade movement t o be effective must be inspired with a convic-
tion that human life is sacred, and that health is essential to 
the highest efficiency in social and religious service. Nothing 
less than the divine passion and motive will arouse the Church to 
the importance and the sacredness of ministering to the sick and 
conserving the healtn of the community life . 
Local churches and denominational authorities imbued with the 
idea of community service and working to the same end should shape 
their policies to give support t o all effort towards f urthering 
public health. The use of means and methods to prevent disease 
is far better tlmn for the pastor and people to devote so much 
time , e~ergy, · and money to visit the sick, and to care for the or-
phans in t he community. It is wiser and diviner to prevent dis-
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ease than to heal. it; to prevent blindness than t o restore sight 
t o the blind. One of the best methods for the Church t o give ex-
pression to Christian faith is to awaken a . religious passion to 
banish preventable diseases and sickness, and thus fulfill t he 
law of Christ by bearing one another 's burdens. Professor Smith 
says, "The relation of the public health to the economic success 
of any social group, the prevention of disease as a means of 
strengthening the family l ife, and the relation of the whole 
question to the increa se of human efficiency ar e too obvious- to 
need further discussion ."1 
A. The elimination of sQoial evils and bad customs. 
"No c ommuni t y program is complete without some well-consid-
2 
ered and effective plan for dealing with t he social evil ." Driven 
by what Jane Addams calls a "new conscienceu the church must make 
holy war against th4 ~ancient evil " of prostitution and sex vi ce. 
Prudishness ha s allowed this evil to flourish unchecked. False 
modesty has permitted us to e&y nothing in public of venereal 
disease, of all diseases most fatal to health and morals. Even 
the medical profession has been 1rowbeaten into silence . The 
churches have been most recreant, and the churches ass ume r espon-
sibili ty for moral training. A stupid and cruel conspiracy of 
silence has prevented any e f fective cr usade against social vice, 
but the time fo r plain speech and for frank discussion of the 
problem has arrived. 
Back of s x vice is a great biological law that must be reckoned 
with. Sex a ttraction is responsible for sex indulgence. Sex 
attraction is a powerful force, operative in both sexes but more 
1. Smith S.G., SoQil.lill Patl::l.olog¥ 1 p 289 
2. Strayer, P.M. , ,The Reconstruction of the Church, p 241 
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persistent in the male, and upon this grea t primitive instinct 
depends in large measure the preservation of the race and t he 
maintenance of the home and family. It is, therefore, a beneficent 
force when properly controlled. 
The Church that will have the largest measure of influence and 
oral energy in the future will be well organized and militant in 
spirit and practice. It will be on a war basis. Its membership 
will no longer seek an easy going Christian life, but will cheer-
fully submit to discipline and tra ining with the view of doing 
team ork in the warfare against social evi ls as well as to ini-
tiate and carry forward constructive measures for the upbuilding 
of the Kingdom. The morale of the Church must be fo und in dis-
cipline and obedience to the will of G0 d which implies cooperation 
with God in love and service. If the Church is t o be recreated 
it-must break away from many of its traditions, f ormalities, and 
false notions and be prepared to face present day problems with a 
conscious purpose and sustained effort to carry forward the work 
begun by the Master. Loyalty to Christ henceforth means social 
discipline and the bending of the back to meet the responsibility 
of social r econstruction after the divine idealo 
1. Prostitution--In approaching prostitution, churchs should 
not forget that the greatest factor in social hygiene is personal 
education; the education of children with regard to sex, its 
func tion and contro~; the educa~ion of young men and women 
looki ng to continenae and marriage, and in the personal and 
social dangers of venereal diseases and the loss of efficiency 
incident thereto. That education has its gr eatest power when it is 
based upon t he love of God, the spiritual sanctity of the body, the sa-
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credness of the sex relation, and when the associations and 
ideals of religion a.re thrown as a shield about young people. It 
is here that the church bas its greatest field of opportunity. 
Nor should the church forget that the social evil is vitally 
r elated to the hours and wages of women and girls, especially of 
girls, and to the protection which is thrown around girls in 
factories, stores, and offices. Every increment in wages, all 
lessened fatigue by shorter hours, everJthing that is done to 
safeguard women who are engaged in industry or in domestic ser-
vice in homes, is a blow against prostitution. 
2. Drunkenness--There is perhaps no sooial problem upon which 
there is a greater variety of expert opinion than in the question 
of the moderate use of alcohol. With respect to its excessive use 
there is no question whatever. It is urged, however , that it is 
always a means of deception. If it is used for excessive heat or 
cold, for toil or fatigue, it cheats the user into supposing that he 
is finding protection when he is only opening the avenue for new 
peril s. Experiments as to endurance of extremes of temperature or 
of extreme toil with and without the assistance of alcohol seem 
to be almost wholly in favor of total abstinence. On the other 
hand, whether alcoholi sm is a cause of evils or an effect of them 
is earnestly debated even by those who know much upon the sub-
ject. It is often urged that it is the chief cause of poverty , 
insanity, and criMe. There are not a few who argue that on the 
other hand poverty and bad living conditions are the chief cause 
of drunkenness. Excessive use of alcohol affects the kidneys and 
l iver , as well as the nervous system, w1d results in the degenera-
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tion of the walls of the heart a s well a:s oft en producing al coholic. 
:3 . Dr ug Habits--The most powerful enemy of community life is 
predatory business- -business t ha t seeks to make pr ofi t out of the 
whole community, regar dless of t he results t o t he community life . 
- ... 
ha t is the reason that busines'S is so often carried t o the point 
of community destruction? I t is because so many men put prof i t 
above all other values . the matter of drugs and drink may be 
taken together for t he purposes of t hi s section, t hough in many 
respects they are two disti nct quest ions. But , i n some things, 
they are quite alike. The tendency of the indulgence i s to incr ease 
the quantity that is taken, and wha t may have been an occasional 
indulgence becomes a regular habit . The increa se of the use is 
followed by an increase of the cr&v i ng , and a defi ni te relation 
to the break down of the organism$ People beli eve dr ugs may over-
• 
come insomnia , but only when t he amount of them is continually i n-
creased. Certa in drugs cure headaches, but the headaches become 
more f r equent and more violent . 
a. Morphine and cocaine--- -Not less t~~ 1 , 000 , 000 ox . of 
morphi ne and cocaine or 100 times that r equired for medi cal purposes 
are being smuggled i nto China annual l y , according t o the estima te 
of the Ant i-Drug Assoc iat ion . 
b. Opi um---In China , the poppy f orced again i nto the fields 
.., 
. ·..__ 
and gardens a s by milita r y order and smuggl ed in by connivance of 
shamelesg tradesmen, and mendacious of ficials. 
11 For the sake of profi t men have adulterated t he food t ha t bouts 
t o sea over l oaded, undermanned, and vdthout safety appliances; 
they have broken down the health , the strength, and the morals of the 
1 
community in their factories.• 
4. Foot Binding--Another vice, which bas a deep root in t he 
Chinese life, is foot binding. It has done more to weaken t he 
Chinese women than even the high heels of other countries . The 
custom of foot-binding i s doubtless a result of the universal 
desire f or small feet. Whatever may be said as to t he origin o:t· 
the custom, and there are several stories current among t he Chinese 
as to its origint it has been practiced for t he most part , because 
it is a custom, because everybody likes t o have small feet, and 
because it adds to their beauty. That there is terrible suffering 
connected with it is evidenced by their proverb, that -For every 
pair of bound feet there is a bed full of tears .~ The Church 
should .fight bitterly against it. No gir l with bound feet should 
be allowed to the church schools~ Not only t his , but the Church 
should carry this gospel to society; to governmental schools and 
to t he people of high standing and ask them to adopt this pri nciple . 
5. Early Marriage-- In China, the marriages take place much 
earlier than in any other country on account of t he nat ional ous-
toms . Family wishes and economic pressure are the t wo factors 
that cause such a large proportion of the Chinese to marry, and 
to marry at an earlier age than do the Americans. The Chinese 
want to see t heir sons married, a s the daughter- in-law wi l l be 
abl e to do a great deal of the work of the household and because 
grandsons are one of the great desires of every Chinese. They 
a re anxious to see t heir daughters married so that the burden of 
their support may fall on some other family. Professor Bailey 
1 . Ward-Edwards., Christianizini Community Life, p 144 
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says, "Early marriages may occur when the means of subsistence are 
easily obtained or the people are careless about the future. 111 
Thus custom weakened the race and caused t he poverty, so the Church 
should help the peopl~ to break away from this bad custom$ 
6. Child Labor--One of the tragedies of modern l ife i s the 
arrested development of youth. Is it conf i ned to the cities alone? 
In the countryside, do the children of the farmers struggling with 
poor land, or those of hired hands, achieve the possibilities of 
normal childhood? The i ndustrial c i ty likewi se l ays a r epressive 
hand upon the groWth of children~ In its worst sections, children 
have a dwa rfed and stunted l i fe . Investigation shows that at the 
age of thirteen the children of t he well~paid workers in one i n-
dustry weigh eleven pounds more, and aver age three inches t aller, 
than the chi ldren of the unskilled , low-grade workers in the same 
tradee Labor will not l ong consent to endure these handicaps . 
The iron is entering its s oul; its mind is awakeni ng. In China, 
a boy frequently begins work vnt~ his father a t six. hat chance 
have children under such conditions for normal development? This 
problem the churches can help t o solve. 
B. Remedies to promote Public Health. 
Social therapeutics covers the whole range of human l ife, and 
bes ides physical life includes every i mprovement in social and 
economi c organization . But physical l i fe is none t he less one or 
its most important departments. Si ckness and premature death ar e 
the chi ef causes of s~cia.l misery , and public health is vitally 
r elated to the happiness and efficiency of any population . 
The rel~tion of health of a people t o producti on, a s ~ell as 
1 . Bailey W. B., Modern SaqinJ Condition s, p 152 
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t o t axati on, makes it an economic question. All the modern l aws 
for the improvement of the sanitar y condi t ions of factorie s , und 
for the pr evention of injuries to rorkmen, burdensome sometime s 
to individuals, a re of uncounted benefit to the soci a l gr oup a s 
a whole. 
here is scarcely any munic~pal question that is separ a te from 
the subject no 1 being treated. It relates itself t o the housing 
of the poor, condition of tenements , drainage, ventil~tion, a nd 
sewage. It ha s t o do with clothi ng and arc itecture , and parti-
cularly with the water supply and t he f ood supply ~ ith the l a s t 
f'ft years the cities of the world have practically t ere•i t~e 
questi on of the water supplyv 
ur i t· of the f ood supply is one of t e solic t de of m e _ 
l egislation . Nearl all countries provide penalty for the adulter-
ation of foods, and fu1~ish inspection more or less competent. 
I nspection of milk and of meat is of recognized importance, and 
of the highest value a r e all the l a s insisting that every article 
of f ood exposed f or sale be labeled ith an exact description. 
The sta te in all c ivi li zed countri es provides boards of health. 
I n uropean countries, the r~tional boards of health have general 
char ge of the problem throughout the entire country, and l ocal 
boards of health act under 1 es prescribed by national authority. 
These national boards of hea lth are expected to give adv ice t o the 
whole community on all rna tters of health and hygiene. 
11 he publ i c .ealth work of China is enti rely in the hands of 
the police , the Board of Healt h being one of the departments of 
the Police Board. 11 1 There a re three departments in the Board. · 
1 . Gamble S.D. , Pekin-·· : A Soc iaJ. • uryey, p 114 
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The first department of the Boa rdy is in charge of the cleaning 
of the streets, the repair and cleaning of the sewers, the erec-
tion and supervision of all public toilets, and the transporta-
tion of night soil. Department number two is responsible for the 
hea lth of the cities and the prevention of disease. Ita duties 
include the inspection of f ood offered for sale and the super -
vision of the houses of prostitution. Department number three 
supervises all hospitals , manages those that are run by the police, 
and licenses all doctors, midwives, and thos e making and compound-
ing medicines. A large number ordinaces have been adopted by the 
Board of Health, but only a few of t : em are defi nitely in force. 
The detailed enforcement of all ordinances is in the hands of the 
regular police officers who usually have but li·ttle appreciation 
of sanitation, and the people themselves, because of ignorance, 
see no reason why they should go to the trouble of keeping things 
clean, protecting food offered for sale and others. 
1. Improvement of the Water system -- Surface wells are still 
the principal source of water supply in China. The Chinese origin-
a.J.ly dug ells that were shallow and the water was:~ usually brack-
ish and impure. s·everal cases are known where the public well and 
the public t oilet are side by side. Recently some deep wells have 
been dug, but only ~t of them have found an artesian flow. 
"The supply of water and the drainage of a: town or city have 
to do with public health and even life itself. Impure water and 
bad drain~ge often become the prolific source of sickness , typhoid 
1 
fever and an increase of the death rate in general .. 11 here such 
conditions exist and the people have been careless or are indif-
1 .. Barker J . M., Tbe Soc:ial Gospe.J and the Ne~, p 82 
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ferent as to an effective remedy, every death occasioned by such 
tolerance of conditions should concern the pulpit. The Churches 
should help to introduce the better dril~ing methods and dig wells 
deep enough in order to find water that is sweet and free from 
surface contandnation. Wells and cisterns are abandoned, and a 
wholesome communal distribution of water is considered a primary 
duty for every city and town. 
2. I mprovement the Sewer and Toilet system--The sewage and 
toilet, next polluted vater supply, are perhaps considered as chief 
causes of disease. Glazed earthenware pipes put underground and 
pr otected by brick arches connected with every dwelling in which 
there is no defective plumbing is one of the great modern preven-
titivea of filth diseases. The inspection of plumbing is one of 
the required for the protection of the rich as well as for t he 
protection of the poor. Defective plumbing causing desease or 
death will doubtless, in the near future, subject those respon-
sible to severe penalties. 
Every movement to prevent the pollution of rivers and lakes is 
in the right direction. The chemistry of nature will do much, but 
it cannot do everything. The disposal of sewage and toilet are 
two of the municipal farming, but the crematory system, well man-
aged, has a record of cheapness and efficiencyG The Church must 
en~orce the local authorities to publ ish rules, regulations, and 
orders to govern the citizens and told the public they must pre-
vent or destroy all nuisances, sources of filth and causes of 
sickness within the limits of every city and town. 
3. Free Dispensary and Clinics--There remains to be briefly 
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considered some of the institutions provided for the public healt h, 
and the first of these is the free dispensary. Municipalities 
usually furnish public physicians, who are at the service of the 
poor in their ow.n homes without cost, though the work of these men 
is not nearly so large as the free service rendered to the poor 
by physicians in regular practice. The Church should organize free 
dispensary and clinics for the assistance of the sick among the 
poor who are what are called •walking pa tients.• In these 
dispensaries the examina.tion and treatment by the physicians are 
without cost, and in many of them medicines should provided free 
of charge. Diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and throat, of the 
nervous and digestive systems, should be treated and even minor 
surgical operations are performed ~ 
4. Free Bath and Showers--The Church should provide free bath 
and showers for both boys and girls who are needed in the con.gested 
unsanitary and poor districts where sanitary conditions are un-
speakable and municipal advantages are l~king. The shower bath 
must be connected with gymnasiums i n order t o develop both 
the physical and social side of the youth. Professor Smith says , 
"In Rome the public baths, at l east some of them, were primarily 
intended for the poor, and were the means of promoting good health. 
It is said of the Roman armies that they t ook with them no organ-
ized medical service, but they did arrange for Roman bath.'1 So 
the free bath for the poor is an important problem for the churches 
to face. 
5. Health campaigns--The church should join both private a~~ 
public social agencies for public health campaign; for the special 
1. Smith G.S., Social Pathology, p 286 
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treatment of the sick and for the spread of knowledge of the nature 
of the disease among the public. When the warm weather comes on, 
the church should attempt to educate the people regard~g the 
dangers of the fly and the necessity of cleanliness in the home. 
a. Using Lantern Pictures --- Sets of lantern pictures should 
be prepared and vividly painted, illustrating "'the danger of the 
fly~ and the need for •household cleanliness.~ 
b. "Swatting the fly"· campaigns---Among the many special 
health problems a few may be mentioned to show how the transmis-
sion of infectious diseases through insects, flies and vermin 
may to a large extent be checked. The insidious natur e of a com-
mon house fly is recognized as a menace to health. People should 
be educated as to the peril and urged to cooperate in eliminat-
ing their breeding places. 
c. Using lectures, charts and pamphlets--The Church should 
organize voluntary l ecturers and then divide them into tee.ms. 
Each team should be assigned to a certain section. Each team 
should require to do two things: first, arrange the time and pl~ce 
of the lectures in their particular section; second, follow up 
the lecture by the distribution of literature, and some excellent 
pamphlets which concern the health. This health campaign should 
be carried out once a. year during the spring time. 
Part IV 
THE CHURCH AND COMMUNITY RECREATION 
Part IV. 
The Church and Community Recreation. 
The field of public recreation includes the development of 
. 
churches as social centers; the larger use of church parish 
houses for recreational purposes ; education of the people in 
the us e of leisure time; the promotion of safe and abundant 
recreation by communities through popularized parks; supervised 
play- grounds , a.Ild social centers ; the use of school buildings 
and grounds and also the church buildings for neighborhood pur-
poses; the encouragement of commercial recreation of a. whole-
some character, the control of dance halls, theaters, motion 
picture theaters, poolrooms, summer resorts, and especially of 
vicious forms of recr eation; the coordination of public, pri-
vate , and commercial rec r eation in a program which aims to 
meet f ully the need of a community. 
The importance of public recreation is growing with the den-
sity of· population, especially of urban popu~tion, with t he 
increasing tension of modern life, and with the coming of t he 
shorter work- day and the prohibition saloons and opiums. The 
Church , because of its espousal of the prohibition movement and 
the short hour day, is doubly obligated to a recreational pro-
gram. It has a rare opportunity to use its buildings for these 
purposes, and, ~~cause of its organizat ion and its power as an 
educational institution , to educate the people in t he r ight use 
of leisure time. 
"The Depar tment of Community Service should lead the churches 
into this work. It should also l ead the local churches to see 
.. 
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that a generous program of recreation will fill their congrega-
tions with young life, and will give them their opportunity 
for evangelism and Christian teaching.•t 1 
With all the fQ~ctions it has delegated to school, hospital , 
fraternal order and charity organizations, the church as a 
social institution has left as its best opportunity, to or gan-
ize the leisure of the people. This is a task of the utmost 
importanceo Play has an ethical character for it is purely 
voluntary. Preference bas to be exercised, which makes play 
highly moral. hen Goethe would study the German people he 
studied them on their holidays, for what a man does in his lei• 
sure shows what he at bottom is. At work a person's life is 
marked out for him, but in his leisure hours he chooses for 
himself, and it is choice that gives the set to the soul. A 
Chris tian society should make easy the choice of the best. 
Recreation of some sort is as necessary as food. "The thing 
that needs most t o be understood about play is that it is not 
a luxury but a necessity." says Mr. Joseph Lee, the fa ther of 
the playground movement in this country; "it is not somethi ng 
a chi ld likes to have, it is something he must have if he is 
to grow up. It is more than an essential part of his education; 
it is an essential part of his growth, of the process by whi ch 
he becomes a man at all.• Equally true is it that t he normal 
adult mind needs diversion and recreation. Hence the play spirit 
has established itself in America as it does among every 
people who have outgrown pioneer conditions. 
The church has an immense opportunity in directing the play 
1. Guild, R.B., The Ha.nuaJ. of Inter-Church work 
.... 
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spirit and in organizing leisure. All too rapidly the play 
spirit has become commercialized. The appetite for amusement 
is never bad, but the way in which it is satisfied often is . 
The trouble is right here; people have forgotten how to amuse 
themselves, and amusement is supplied for them. The character 
of the amusement furnished may be goodbr bad but the fact 
that it has to be furnished is bad. Professor Ross says, "In 
a word, as never before, recreation is being supplied for money. 
The danger of this is that commercial recreation tends to be-
come a means for the economic and moral exploitation of the young. 
It is in the nature of play and amusement to tend upward or tend 
downward. In case they are catered and without regulation, they 
tend downward, because more money can be extracted from young 
people by offering them the high-flavored, the sensational, 
than b y offering them the pure and elevating. The conscience 
of the individual amusement-caterer, is well-nigh a negligible 
a lesS' 
factor, for if he is restrained by/scrupulous rival. In this 
field the man without conscience is "fittest."1 
Some benefit, no doubt, is to be had from the regulation of 
commercial amusement; for example, the censoring of shows and 
motion films and the supervision of public dance halls. The 
only policy, however, which holds much promise is the communal 
provision of recreation. ThiS is why, in the last twenty years, 
t here has been a wonderful expansion of the facilities provided 
by institutional churches, the Young Men's Christian Association, 
the Young .omen's Christian Association, the social settlements 
1. Ross E.A. Principles of Sociology, pp 466 
the social centers, the recreation centers, the public 
playgrounds and the public libraries. Society has resolved 
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not to abandon this field to Mammon. Uncommercialized amusement 
must be restored; people must be given means of amusing them-
selves. Some equivalent of the singing school and spelling 
match and apple paring and husking bee and the debating club 
and dramatic society must be found. 
A. The Old Demoralizing Types of Recreation. 
Many writers in the past have point ed out the lack of whole-
some recreation amJng the Chinesea Organized recreation was 
highl y commer cialized and was often near if not connected wi t h 
~he prostitute quarter. Unorganized amusement frequently i n-
volved gambling. And back of it all was t he fact that t here 
was litt le if any social relationship between the sexes. 
These ~e conditions pr evail even now. Most of t he recrea-
tion life i s centered in segregated districts; there is a close 
connection between the restaurants and the houses of prostitu-
tion, t he girls often being called i n to a·ct as entertainer s 
a t a di nner party or banquet; actresses are appearing on many 
of the theater stages and, in spite of police regu~tions , many 
of them are prostitutes making use of i;ihe theater f or adver-
tisi ng.. Gambling is part of mo st of t he table and car d game s .. 
It is only ver y r ecently t hat t here has been any play or r e -
creation t hat includes both men and women ; and, it has undoubted-
1 been the l c.ck of any oppbrtunity of association with other 
women t hat has l ed so many men to seek t he society of t he cour-
t esan fo r soci al entertainment i f nothing mor e. 
Recreation in China clearly reflects the transitional stage 
of the life of the peoplee The~ld style, conservative forms, 
i n vogue for centuries, theater going, feasting, listening to 
story tellers, Chinese horse r acing, the s i ngsong girl or pub-
lic entertainer, still have a prominent place; but, even they a r e 
being modified. The next few years will determine what of 
the old demor alizing forms of recreation should be eliminated 
and hat of the new will have real recreationa l value and appeal 
fo r t he Chi nese and t o w a t ex.tent t hey 11 be commercialized 
and 11 contri bute onl y to the coffers of enterprising e pl i-
I n this part , the writer is going to describe some of the 
~eatur~s of the recreational life of the Chi nes and the number 
of the di fferent k i nds of amusements 'and others. 
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1 . Out door sports--The children have a large number of street 
games, though not so many f or adul ts, many of which are similar 
t o those of the west, hi de and seek, baby-in-the -hat , crap shoot-
i ng; throwi ng stones or cards at a line, etc~ The Chi nese 
version of battle - da re and sl\ttle-cock is played , the object 
of the game being to see how many times or in how many fancy 
ways the s'u tle can be kicked without being missed. Practi-
cally none of the games are played by more than a few children 
in a group. The l arger organized and group games are missing ~ 
Even among the children many of the games involve gambli ng. 
There ar e only two outdoor sports for the adults, namely horse 
r acing and bird flying. 
a. Horse Racing--Horse races are someti):,es held in con-
nection ith these temple fairs, though the Chinese style of 
racing seems very tame indeed t o one used to the competitive 
sys t em of the west. The 11 ra:cing" consists of riding the horses 
up and down the course for the enjoyment of the spectators, 
though many of the riders dressed i n silks and furs are there 
themselves f or the joy of the sport as well~ 
b . Bird Flying---An amusement of many of thebld style 
middle and lower class Chinese i s the flying of bi rds. In the 
open spaces of the city or country groups of middle-aged or old 
men often gather, each \vith his bird cage, and spend long hours 
simply watching their birds fl around, the well trained ones 
Wlrestricted, the others with a string attached t o their legs. 
Falconry is practiced by some, and occasionally men can be 
seen walking through the stree t s with the hooded birds perched 
on their arms. 
2. Indoor .Amusements--Throughout all of China there is a tre-
mendous need for a better class of indoor amusement. "The old 
types of amusements are condemned by those capable of judging 
that the effect of those indoor amusements are undoubtedly 
evil ."l Many of the plays and entertainments are of a coarse 
and sometimes immoral nature and the social evils often use 
them as places of advertisement. Most of the good indoor amuse~ 
ment can be enjoyed by wealthy people and people of high ranks. 
Very few laborers ar poor men can enjoy , largely because of the 
size of the admission fee. 
1. Gamble S.D., Peking: A Social Survey 
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a . Story-telling Houses: Their use and abuse--List.ening 
t o stories is one of the very ancient forms of amusement which67 
is still popular in China.. The Board of Education has realized 
the importru1ce of story-tell ing as a means of influenQing the 
people and has appointed certain members of the board to keep 
in touch with the story~tellers and help them i mprove their 
stories, particularly the old stories that have been told for 
years and to add new and modern material, thereby helping the 
mo rality a:nd education of the people, othenrisa, their influence 
can lead many peopl e to evil. 
b. Tea-serving Houses: Their use and abuse--The tea-serving 
houses are part of the Chinese recreational life, as they 
are real social centers used for resting and visiting as ·we 1 
as drinking. A great many men, when they have an important 
matter to talk over, go to tea-serving house and discuss their 
business after their drink. But, many prostitutes used t o stay 
in the sea-serving house and use it as a place of advertisement . 
c. Gambling--The Chinese have a long list of card and table 
games, chess, dominoes, etc., the most popular of which is "sparrow" 
or "machiang", a famous gambling game played with elaborate sets 
of ivory, metal, or wooden pieces. It is one of the unfortunate 
features of the entire Chinese recreational system that so 
much of their play involves gambling, often for huge stakes. 
Those who have sought to introduce new games devoid of gamb-
ling have met with success for a time, only to find that, 
before long, the old games with the thrill and excitement of a 
money stake are taken up again. 
b. New constructive types of amusementse 
The Chinese church is confronted by an immediate opportunity 
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and obligations in providing for the leisure time of the people. 
The long hours, the isolation and the hard work of the people 
call as loudly for play as the dull monotony of the factory , 
but in many cities and towns today there are no recreational 
facilities save those provided by na ture. In ~~nter, skating 
and coasting are the only resources and in most places the 
chance for these sports is small. At night, there is no place 
for the boy to go and nothing to do but to congregate at the 
tea-serving, the story-telling house or the theater which is 
usually of bad repute. In many towns the bad place has been 
driven out by the local gentries and the church authorities, 
but, they cannot shut the doors of those places and keep them 
shut unless they open some other doors. Boys must meet their 
kind. They must have something to do. They cannot be kept at 
home sitting on a haircloth chair in the parlor--unless they 
are milksops. Nothing ought so justly to excite indignati on 
as the stupidity with Which the oliurch people of the average 
town treat the boy. They leave him unprovided for in his lei-
sure, supply him with no means to amuse himself, and then wonder 
that he goes to the devil. 
There is more vice in the town than in the city, more in the 
village than in the ~own, and more in the country than in the 
village, because in each case there is less to do. The village 
church must at once address itself to the taSk of filling up 
the leisure time of boys and girls and men and women with whole-
some recreation and diversion. Where the town is l arge enough 
a Y.M.c.A. man or some trained organizer of play should be 
employed to direct recreatio~ and to develop community spirit~ 
In many towns such a man is now employed and is at work with-
out a building and with no equipment but an office and an 
assistant. He is the official 11mi~er11· of the t own, the start-
er and organizer of all the interests of yo~~g men and boys. 
In some places he is by appointment a member of the police 
force and thus has back of him the authority of the law as well 
as the good will of the churches. He is in short a Christian 
policeman turned loose on the connnunity. Such a plan can be 
followed in most places. Any group of business men would readily 
see the value of such a man and could easily finance himQ 
Where such a specialist may not be had the ministers and the 
church men themselves should undertake the work. ' 
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The Chur ch should help to introduce the "New style" plays 
are being given and the story t ellers should use new 11 educationaJ. 11 
stories as well as the old historical tales. Totally new forms 
of amusement are also being introduced, pool and billiards, 
moving pictures, public parks and others. The great need_:. in 
the Chinese ci.ties and countries is for some recreation that 
will appeal without the excitement of gambling, that will not 
require any large expenditure of money and so will be avail-
able for the masses, that will make it possible for the new 
and gradually growing freedom between the sexes to ha¥e a whole-
some outlet. Neither in old nor new China has there been any-
thing that in any way corresponds to the playground movement 
in .AmericaQ 
1. Athletics-~Modern athletics are perhaps the most whole-
some of the mode~ amusements that have come to China. Strange 
as it may seem it has been the students, the successors of the 
class who were by tradition and training opposed to any unseem-
ly or undignified relaxation in hearty physical exercise or 
sport, who have t aken up a.thletics~ The churches should intro-
duce the athletics into every community life and help each com-
munity to organize an athletic association; give l oyal support 
to the local games and help eff ectively in the conduct of t he 
game, and the management of the games . 
a. Indoor sports---Games like billiard, pool, chests and 
bowl i ng are games of skill with the element of chance r educed 
t o a minimum, and hence are clean , pure sport. The average city 
church cannot afford the recreational equipment necessary to 
compe t e with commercialized places of amusement. But experts 
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in boys• work affirm that the best work with boys done in a. church 
is the non-equipment type. A leader of the right spirit can 
do without apparatus, and without the right spirit of leadership 
a pparatus is worthless. 
b. Outdoor aports-- -Games that are played with a stick 
and a ball--t ennis, croquet, baseball, football, hockey and 
volley ball are al so games of skill. In summer, swimming is 
an unfailing source of joy, and many villages could have swi mming 
baths at small cost by taking advantage of natural water sup-
plies. In ~dnter , sk~ting is another source of pleasure for 
people to enjoy without any cost. 
2. I ndoor amusements --The leisure ttme is the time of great-
est moral peril a~ well as oppor tunity. hen people 1 s leisure 
is provided for, when they find some expression f ot the social 
instincts and some outlet for the instinct of play, then w.re 
they saved from those things that destroy the soul and devast-
ate the life of the community. And, salvation is the Church's 
business. If the moral leaders of the community should make 
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it possible for boys and girls to play under wholesome surround-
ings, the blame for their downfall will rest upon those moral 
leaders' heads--for play they must and will. So the church 
should prepare gpod movie shows, new forms of of theaters, glee 
cl~bs and dancL~g organizations, to keep the young people busy 
as the best v~y to help their morality. 
a. Movies and theaters--Motion pictures and theaters are 
invaluable assets to the program of a church in any thickly popu-
lated community~ By its use the children and young people can 
be kept from the co~neroialized moving picture house, and given 
that kind of pictures and a kind of plays which are in no way 
detrimental to their thoughts ann character, yet afford the . 
same kind of amusement . 
b. Glee Clubs and Dancing---Glee clubs for the young people 
help to train their vo i ces, ~eep up a lively interest in the 
group, and are a good addition to both religious and social 
meeti ngs. The church should also help the community to trans-
f orm tbe dance-halls and make them as safe as the ball field 
or the ice pond. For the young people's sake and God's, let 
the church do something besides condemn their amus ements. 
3 .. Summer camps---To help many children, the Church must 
get them away from their unhealthful surroundings. If it is 
to bring back the color to their faces, it must take them away 
from the smoke and dirt of the city and out into the country, 
where there is plenty of fresh air; wher e there are sunshine 
and wholesome food. Summer camps and outings where dependable 
leaders take groups of poor and needy children into the country 
fo r a week or ten days of fun with l ittle or no expense to the 
children, giving them plenty of good air, food and exercise, 
ought to organized in each of the local churches. 
a. Boy Soouts and Camp-fire girls---The church should or-
ganize both boy scouts and camp-fire girls, in order to pr epare 
its members fo r effective and happy Christians through t he right 
use of their leisure time. The activities center about Home, 
Health, and Citizenship, and are designed to give essential in-
formation in these fields and to develop habits of service and 
healthy ~iving. 
b. Summer camps for adults-ttThe local churches shouid 
give a summer vacation and rest, free of expense, to tired 
mothers, fathers and their children, f ive years of age and under, 
living in congested districts of near-by cities. The seasGn 
is from June to October, and the vacation period f or each party 
1 is two weeks." 
Whatever organization is adopted by the church, its purpose 
should be made plain. It should not be a disguised effo rt to 
instruct the people in morals but rather to secure a real 
friendship with people so that subsequently the ~star can come 
into closer range and direct the religious life. 
1. Social Service Directory. pp II , 1924 
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4 . 
Part V 
THE CHURCH AND ORGANIZED BELIEF 
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Part v. 
The Church and Organized Rf-lief 
"Many persons suppose that the institutions of Charity came in 
with the Christian religion, but charity is older. The Jewish 
code provided for the destitute in various ways. The l~d every 
seventh year, according to the law, was given up for the free 
use of the people, and many other provisions were made for com-
mon necessities. 
India, especially after the time of Buddha, knew a great deal 
about begging, and a great deal also about giving. A saint with 
his bowl is one of the traditions of the Orient. 
Of more importance to the present subject is the process of t he 
development of the pagan life as characterized by Greece and Rome~ 
Greece had no regular charitable organizations, but it had insti-
t utions for the sick and for the unfortunate, and much was done 
by private charity. There were politica l gifts by men eager for 
office. Gifts were also bestowed at the great festivals, 
whether they were political or religious. 
According t o Singer, the poor, who were without shelter, took 
refuge in the publ i c baths, just as the poor sometimes do in the 
pa rks in summer and in city buildings in winter. There were 
hospitals connected with the t emples, and priests acted as physi-
oians. There were even asylums for abandoned children, provided 
t hey were children of good blood. Children of the better cl asses , 
whose parents were deceased, and who were left in poverty, were 
cared for. Help was sometimes given to invalids, incapable of 
1 
work, and there were asylums for wounded soldiers." 
It would be fair to say that the chief characteristic of t he 
char i t y of both Greece and Rome was in favor of the better rather 
1. Smi t h . S.G. Social Pathology, pp 69 
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t han t he l ower cl asses. Various writers have had much to sa y 
about the preservation of the Greek race in i ts ~~iness and 
beauty, by t he neglect and exposure of childr en badly borna We 
have been taught that t hey car r i ed on our moder n 11baby f anning , 11 
but in a way more terrible and brutalq It i s t o be doubted whether 
there ever wa s any such gener a l practice , covering all elasses of 
the popula t ion . At t he same time, the Greek ideals of strength 
and beauty were so strong, and the pagan vir t ues were themselves 
so heroic; tha t Gr eece devel oped among its ci ti zenshi p probably 
a race of men and women the f i nest phys i cal l y and menta lly t e 
world has ever seen . 
The Christian religi oun was born i nto the world wi t h an 
entir el y new set of i deal sw As the pagan v i r t ues may be 
characterized as masculi ne, so t he Chri stian virtues may b e l ooked 
upon a s chiefly feminine ~ I n the pl ace of courage wa s gentle -
nes s , in the pl~e of self -reliance was self-deni al t in the pl a ce 
of self-asserti on the new br ot her hood . The v i r t ues themselve s were 
beauti ful , but they r esulted i n a f or m of charity that has been 
much abused . 
I n i t s development, Chri sti anit a dopted but extended the 
c. ar i t y of the Hebrews. Thei r l aws of charity were appl i cable to 
tile i n "i vi dual rather t han to the cr eation of public i nstitutions . 
Th~ He·orew r el i ef w s by privat e c .a r ity un-:.. r l aw; Chr i stians re ~ 
l i ef was privat e charity by t he aid of certa i n moti ves. The a tti-
tude of t he early chur ch i s r eveal ed by many of t he church f athers w 
St .. Cl ement sa ys, "I t is i niquity which says to one ' t his is mine • 
t o another i that belongs t o me .• hence comes discord on mortals . 11 
t . mbrose declared, "Nature furnishes in common everyt~ing to 
all mell• The eartl:l is the common possession of all ; it is 
usurpati on which has made property; why do the r i ch arrogate 
the right of property? Na tur e knows nothing of riches.~ Jerome 
ugustine, Irenaius, and many other fathers of th Church taught 
a similar octrine . The duty of almsgiving rests upon the doctrine 
of t:e community of goods ~ 
The onnnunity of goods, established i n the church at Jerus alem 
~it~ t~e appointment of seven deacons t o stribute alms to the 
poor , exhi bits the public function of the church as a di s tributor 
of the property of its members . It went still futther, however , 
hen it indi cated at a very early date that poverty a nd sancti ty 
v1ere hel•i to be practically synonumous . To be poor was to enter 
the ki ngdom; and the rich, in giving to the poor, cou d secure 
the bl ess ings of earth and the glories of heaven. In the new 
world that was born at the beginning of the Christian era, the 
pagan virtues went do\vn, and, while the communism of the earl 
church a t Jerusalem did not continue, nor did it spread through-
out the Christian world, the principles upon which it was based 
t ook on other forms. The church f ounded its hospitals f or the 
sick, sylums for the poor, and retreats for children. It gave 
br ead at the doors of the cathedrals, and t he pious wer e invi ted 
t o bestow alms upon the miserable begs ars who thronged the s:plen-
di d portals of the churches. 
Jesus Himself sought t o r eform the relief of the poor. The 
story of the loaves and fishes ha·s been interpreted t oo literally , 
and on re- reading it, these words of rebuke stand out: 11Ye seek 
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me because ye did ea.t of t he l oave s and were filled; labor not 
for the meat which peri sheth, but for t hat meat whi ch endureth 
unto everlasting life." 
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Charity cannot afford to giv~ up the help and guidance of the 
chur ch , but t he modern point of view as regards the whole question 
of char iti must be studi ed i n a very much broader way t han 
moat men have attempted . The world , once having had a vision of 
gentlenes s , forgiveness, and self-sacrifice, will not willingl y 
lose that out of life. What is needed, is, along with t he f emin-
i ne virtues~s sentially Christian , to preserve the masculine vir-
t ue of courage, and forcefulness, and self~help, which are the 
very soul of all possible achievement. Nor can it be insisted 
upon too strongly that t he subjective view of the early church 
with respect to charity, which lingers so strongly even now i n 
t he a ttitude of many persons, was entirely wrong. Above all 
things charity must be regular, and not spasmodic; but, it must 
also essentially be objective. Relief must be given with quie t 
nerves , steady pulses, cont rolled emotions, adequate wisdom, f ull 
knowledge, and solely with the good of the recipient in view rath-
er than the self-indulgence of the donor~ Nor must we even have 
i n mind chiefly the present comfort of t hose who are assisted, 
nor simply the economic side of the question. The main thing in 
life for every man is the making of character, and mor e especially 
is this true in charity. 
The function of the church, however, though it ceases to give 
direct relief, will always be vital to any successful charity. The 
church not only f urnishes the ideals of life, but it f urnishe s the 
inspiration to endeavor to reach these i deals and in addi-
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tion, it furnishes very largely the capable men and women who do 
the work of all the charities of every kind. The chur ch will 
promote good works if it does not manage them; it will inspire 
charities if it does not conduct them; it will be the most effi4i-
ent coadjutor for all charities in their final object, which 
is also the final object of religion and life, namely, the com- , 
pelling of every man and women to reach t he climax of possible 
development . 
' The question of relief to-day is part of the universal pre~ 
blem in its larger relations of r edeeming and renewi ng human 
character and making a better world in which t o live and work. 
The problem before the Church is how to l e ssen the area of h~ 
I 
wreckage and how to deal with the causes ~ther than the effects 
I 
of human suffering, mendicancy and misery. The care of the poor 
I 
' 
and suffer ing is a self-ev ident part of Christian service~ God l 
in His dealings with the Hebrew people gave specific directions 
to 'Moses regarding caring fo r the poor. .Jesus enjoins his fol- j 
I 
i 
lowers to distribute unto the poorf but he makes no declaration ' 
as to the intentions governing principes and the manner of giv-
1 
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ing relief. A brief review of some of the causes, aims and methods 
of relief work should be productive of good results. 
A. The Old Types of Relief 
I 
China has had to face the problems of poverty, suffering apd 
need for thousands of years. Her population has been constantly 
pressing upon the means of subsistence, and even in ordinary 
times many individuals have been unable to support themselves 
and their families.. Since the country has been organized almost 
entirely on an agricultural basis, and, e.s communication from one 
por of the country t o another has been diffi cult, whole s id- ' 
trict s have often faced starvation and death because of fami ne, 
flood or drought. I n order that help mi ght be given to the needy 
~d their suffering relieved to some extent, two systems of 
cha rity have developed, one private and the other public. Pri~ 
vate charity has cared for the poor that are ordinarily found : 
in every distri ct, while the Government has been the agenc to 
gi ve relief when whole districts were affected and the private 
~gencies were powerless to give the needed help e 
The giving of relief by the Government bas the logical re= 
s lt of the old Chinese idea of the Emperor and his relation to 
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t he people. He was the "Son of Heaven 11 and he alone was respon-
s i ble for the welfare of the people intrusted to hi s care. All pow~ 
er belonged to him and any t hat the officials possessed was de1Je-
g~ted o him and any that the offic ials possessed was delegated 
to t hem by him. He and his associates, of necess ity, had to act 
when the people were in need, but the organization of the pat-
ern~listic Government was such t hat it res ponded only when a 
grea t number of people were suffering. 
Originall y China used little or no money. Her population was 
~lmost entirely agricultural , and each di stri ct had t o be for 
the most part self-supporting as there was but little opportuni~y 
f or trade . Grain for the support of the army and the officials. 
w~s the great need of the Government, so the taxes wer e collected 
in kind ~ For transporting the la ge quantit es of grain r eceived, 
c~als, or grain rivers were constructed by the Gove rnment ; and 
for s toring it huge granaries were built throughout the country . 
In t imes of poor harvest and need, the Gove rnment used to forego 
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all or part of the grain that it usually received a s t axes,. If 
the condition wer e especially bad~ the taxes might be r emitted f or 
a number of years; while in times of great and wide-spread di s-
tress t he Government would open ita grana.r l es and distribute grain 
t o the suff ering people ~ 
The l a r gest single agency for private philant hropy has been 
the family system~ A common trea sury and a. family kitchen have 
made it poss i ble for many families to care for t hei r disabled, 
aged or diseased and even ne 1er-do-well members, though it has 
a.l.so encouraged the l a.zye Those who have had no family to sup-
port them have been given help by the gentry and well-to-do fa.mi-
l i es of the district. Clothes , flour , medicine, money, and cof-
f ins have been given to t hose who could establish their s tatus a.s 
paupers , while institutional relief has been given i n orphru1ages , 
widows• homes, soup kitchens and life savi ng institution establish-
ed by the gentry. 
1 . Free clothing-- ith fuel scarce and the thermometer going 
to zero Fahrenheit, the people of North China. have to depend 
upon warm clothes f or their protection from the cold. Prof. C. 
G. Dittmer says Hthat it costs at least $6 to be enough fuel to 
keep a family from f reezing and personal experience has shown 
1 
that even the homes of the well-to-do are seldom more than warm11 
The poor s eem t o be able to get along if they have one cotton 
padded suite The usual supply of clothes f or an ordi nary person 
is one suit of plain cotton cloth for summer wear, and a padded 
one for winter. In other oases, lack of employment or sudden 
misfortune forces famil i es to sell their nter clothes in order 
1 . Dittmer c~ G. An Estimate of t he Chine se Standard of Living 
Quarterly Journal of Economics. Nov . 19l8e 
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to get food to eat, and some have been found that ere so poor 
that they had to sell even their summer clotheso This of course 
m ans terrible suffering; and the giving of clothes has long been 
one of the established methods of r elief. Many people have b een 
illing to help in this way because t so quickly relieves suffer-
ing and also because those who are benefited do not come with 
recurring demands for helpa 
2~ Free money--At the present time, China on a money ba sis, 
and taxes are paid in doll ars :tather than in product .. 11Consequent-
Iy governmental relief is given in money, but even so aTTangements 
are made whereby grain can be shippedlnto the districts t hat are 
in neecr .. .l Reductions in t r;;.. :,;ght rates are usually given lmd 
grain is often sold at a reduced price.. Most of the private re~ 
Iief ag ncies a re used to buy money bills, which includes t enty 
cent bills or forty cent bills distributed among t hose poor fami-
lies duri ng the wi nter time ~ 
:3. Free Soup Kitchens--On any morning during the cold weath-
er, groups of people may be seen gathering in some appointed 
places in or around the cities o Most of them show by their dress 
and appearance t hat they are poor and f eel the pinch of hunger 
and the bite of the cold . Many of t he women bring babi es and c il-
dren with them. One and all are carrying bowls, buckets, t i n cans 
ba skets, anything that will hold a di pperful of hot porridge ; for, 
they are going to the free soup kitchens where they will be given 
a free mea l of hot porri dge e Free food i~lso distributed from 
a few centers that are still privately managed, but they are 
'llery small and a-t the most care for a few hundr ed persons.• 
1~ Gamel e S.D., Peking; A Spoial Survey, pp 265 
has been impossi ble even to make a complete list of t em an no 
a ttempt has been made t o gather any detailed information concern-
ing them .. 
B. Relief in Disaste r • 
Just as unforseen misfortunes occasionally overtake indivi= 
duals and families, so an entire community ma be overt lmed 
by a disaster which presents a relief problem of an extraordin -
a r kind . War , earthquake, flood, fire, fami ne, drought or 
pestilence may temporarily bri ng t o dependence those who have 
been far from antici pating any such e. perienoe . Relief in such 
an emergency, except f or the scale on which food, clothingj 
shelter, O l~ medicines may have to be provi ded. i nvolves pri nci-
ples f amiliar in all social wo rk~ Registr tion~ discriminatic , 
cooperation, are as imperative as in any other good relief work .. 
he rehabilitat on of f amilies, and eventual y of the community, 
in elves these factors and others also within the ordinary exper-
ience of social workers~ An adequate lan based on accurate 
kno ledge and resources sufficient to carry it through a re the 
prime essentials~ 
A channel for the organization of emergency and rehabilita-
tion relief in disasters is provided i n the American Red Crossy 
and through this agency humanitarian aid may be extended to for-
eign countries when the needs are suffici ent to justify i t . 
The Church should also organize a department to relieve the 
disas ers . 
1. Fire and Dr ought--China is an agricultural country as 
the world knows . Her people often suffer by drought . The 
1 
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Church should organiZ:e a. committee t o meet the needs of the 
famine sufferers~ The aim of the committee should help the 
people in prosecuting some kind of business or industrial pur-
suit , to enabl's them, at the earliest practicable period¥ to ob-
tain support, and relieve them from the necessity of any f urther 
a pplication for assis tance. The Church should also help to in~ 
t ..;·.,; uce irrigation systems and tree-planting for the people " 
2~ Floods and insect pests--More than seven provinces we r e 
visited by the floods last year that left more than fifteen mil-
lion people homeless . The church should help the Chinese Govern-
ment to relieve the destitute, to provide shelter~, to supply 
food or gr ain and to give men employment on improvement work 
so that they coUld earn enough t o keep themselves and t hei r 
families alive and at the same time be replacing washed-out dikes , 
building new roads and buying implements for the farmers and others9 
c. Prevention of Diseases. 
The Church should work for preventitive measures that promote 
public hea.lth o Health i s a. great asset, especially for the poor. 
The modern social and industrial organizations in whi ch men work, 
present conditions that often tend to impair and destroy t he 
health of the poor~ It is recognized that tenements situated 
in closely congested districts are sometimes unsanitary and make 
possible infectious diseases and result in ill-health, sickness 
and dependency. Those whose lives are spent L~ an unwholesome 
morel atmosphere or are laboring under physically destruct i ve 
conditions, are incr easing the a rmy of dependents and defectives . 
Every effort should be made to remove the cause of much destitu-
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tion by inaugurating a reform to abolish organized evil and 
every scheme of des igning men to pander t o vice, wi th its result-
ant encouragement of idleness, vicious habits, vagrancy and de-
pendence e 
"The Church should cooperate With physicians in spreading the 
knowledge of sanitation and in teaching the means for the pre-
vention of disease . Various agenoies promote free p1.1blic lectures 
upon hygiene, and the information of the general public cooperates 
with the public authorities in civili zed connnuni ties to secure 
the best conditions possibleo It is a ques t ion whet· er the short-
er hours and the larger wages of labor with the consequent addi-
tion to c omfort bas been so important a means in the prevention 
of disease and the prolongation of human life as the assistance 
1 f urnished from medical l!lources . • 
D. Day-nurseries. 
The day nursery represents a compromise, a working adjustment, 
made necessary by the employment away f r om home of the mothers 
of young children. They wer e established to care f or i nfants 
who neglected whi le their mothers worked; or else, a~col~-
ing t the point of view, to enable mothers who would otherwise 
be kept at home to go out to work in order to earn a living fo r 
themselves and their children, or to enable them t o keep their 
childr en with them instead of consigni ng them to an institution. 
Ideally mothers of young children should not go out t o work. 
Their children have first cla in--something in the nature of a 
monopoly claimo But in the first place mothers are needed. It 
ou~d be difficult in other homes to get the family wa shing and 
1. Smith S.G., Social Pathology, p 286 
the house cleaning done if' these day nursery mothers were not 
free to come i n fo r day' s work. Then, these mothers may be more 
successful orkers by the day or in factories than as caretakers 
of their own children . girl trained to office or factory work 
or as a l aundress bef ore marriage may find a tenement home very 
tedious. She may really prefer to work for ·wa ges somewhere else , 
an she may need the income . The day nursery does better for 
the children than the hard pressed mother could. The food may 
be better in quality and better prepared and more regularly&-
ministered. The play may be safer and more educational. The 
child's nap may be more regular and beneficial than at home. The 
nuraery may tea.oh the mother some of the things about the care 
of the infant which she needs t o know. Home visits supplement~ 
ary to the service in the nursery may give an opportunity to t he 
social worker to exercise a good influence on other members of' 
the familyQ 
E. Orphanages . 
Orphanages , asylums, homes , shelters, and protectories for 
children have been i ntended t o se~re various purposes a side 
from that of general relief ; but, thei r main common purpose has 
been to provide a substitute f or the fami ly when it fai ls be-
cause of death, disabi lity, i ncompetence , indifference, or pov-
erty. As the aged go into the almshouse or the private home 
for a ged and infirm, so chi ldren are recei ved into an orphanage 
or a home for half-orphans or neglected children. Tnis is their 
primary, original f unction. However far they may develop a 
special character of one kind or another, the children's home 
at any rate must give shelter and nourishment and nurture. 
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nstitutional care for dependent children has long been one 
of the principal means by which the churches and philanthropic 
people inspired by religious altruism have dealt with poverty~ 
When the home must be broken up something has to be done for 
the young children, and t o pla~e them in an i nstitution i s the 
thing which seems to meet the need most definitely and completely . 
Orphanages, just because they are substitutes for the family in 
its most essential function, have a far greater responsibility 
than any institutions for adults. TheY have to take into account 
t~e need for educa tion, moral and religious and soci al as well as 
intellectual, a nd. in due time vocational. They have to teach 
growing children how to live, how to live together, how also to 
fall back upon their own resources; how to use books, but a so 
how to use tools and how to use their senses . Institutions have 
to plan more deliberately and conscientiously then ordinary 
schools or natural parents, if they would do a s well by their 
•ards, for some things which the child living at home in a family 
and at l arge L~ the community can hardly escape do not automati -
cal y come in the way of the i nstitutional child . Professor 
Barker says, "In God 1 s economy the child is God 1 s child, and a ... 
such it is the child of the Church and should occupy the fir3t 
1 Ill p ace. So the local churches should organize institutions 
for the homeless children . 
F~ Industrial Institutiona. 
Indoor relief is given to a certain extent to practically all 
needy classes in Cnina. The local churches should establish an 
industrial institution that care for the dependent; give i ndustria1 
1 .. Barker J . M., Tbe Social Gospel and tl:Je New Era .. p 150 
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training to boys, girls and adults ; provide ork for those who t1.re 
unable to find. employment; give the poor a place where they can 
find f ood and lodging; and, provide shelter for the aged desti t ·e. 
Th need, however, is so much greater than the relief given that 
these institutions stand as experiments, or perhaps rather as 
examples of the different kinds of relief that have b een develop-
ed by the Chinese. The older ones show the type of r lief given 
under purely Chinese conditions, while some of the more r ecently 
established ones, particularly those connected with mission al:"..d 
f ore ign influences, show what can be done when western experience 
is applied in China. It is frequently assumed that the dependent 
in the institution must necessarily miss these educational ex~ 
pe i ences , but that depends on the imagination and sldll of t he 
officers and teachers i n the institution. Initiative andre-
sourcefulness may be developed if the institution refuses to be 
.,.institutionalized." There are indeed some opportunities in-
herent in the institution which the average family life misses 
altogether. It is easier to organize the life of the destitute 
as a whole, to co-ordinate formal teaching with recreation, work 
with play, in a way that may produce remarkable and excellent re-
sults. The whole curriculum may be so planned as to encourage 
freedom of the spirit, to stimulate curiosity, to bring out in-
dividuality, as well as on the contrary principles. 
1. For boys--The boys' industrial institution should be es -
tablished in each of the local churches in order tr..at care and 
training might be given to some of the poor boys of the very dis-
trict . School work equivalent to the higher and lower primary 
grades shoUld be provided for the younger boys. ork should be 
.... 
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provided for those who do not att end school~ Nine different trades 
should_ be taught: carpentry, printing, paper-mla.king, soe,p-ma.king, 
rug-weaving, t a iloring, thread-spinning, cloth-weaving and woodwork. 
2. For girls--The Church should establish an i ndustrial home 
for girls. One-hal f of each day should be spent ~n study and the 
other half on embroidery, lace making, sewing, typewriting, millin-
ery, dressmaking; laundry, cleaning, pressing and cooki ng. 
3. For adult s--In order that some of t hose who are i n need 
may be given r elief and not be pauperized at the same time, work= 
shops should be opened where the needy may be given employment. 
The wages paid ar e based not on the economic value of the work 
done but on the amount that is needed to support a family. 
G. Homes fo r aged people. 
The infirmity of old age a s a social problem is not yet taken 
a s ser iously in China as it deserves. More intimate acq 1aint ance 
with the almshouse as it now is, throughout the country, will con~ 
tribute to an underst and of its importance a But it will do 
more . "A visit to almost any almshouse will be a profitable i n -
troduction to soc i al work . However attract i ve its exterio r ; and 
ho~ever well admini stered internal ly , i t wi ll inevitably present 
a view of the human wr eck ge of o r s ocial and industrial system 
not to be obtained else'V1here . 1•1 It :il l speak eloqu-ent ly of t he 
f ilur e of pr event i t i ve medi c i ne , t he failure of edu ation, the 
failure of mar iage, the failur e of filia obliga t i o , t he failure 
of employers~ the failure of r eligion an morali ty. 
Each l ocal church in a. comm~~ity shoul a im t o establ i sh friend-
ly relations with all those who lac}:{ the necessaries of life or 
1. Devine E. T. 1 ocial Work, 1922 
ap l fo ass i stance both nside an outsi e the hurc • he oor 
wh are in fellows ip with the Chu c .1 o:;, in the cong ·egat i n 
sho ld have the fi rst consideration . T e aged, incurables an 
elpless should be put i nto homes o in worthy i n sti t1 tions v here 
t he ' 11 have pleasant surroundings and proper attention. The 
expens e should be borne by t: e Ch rch so that t ese people should 
not b made to feel that they are pau e·sw I f the hu doe 
not care for the members of 1t t3 own household, in the language 
of t e postle Paul, it is worse than an infide l .. he local 
c _ ch s.ould like\vise aim t o help the de titute and dependents 
ithin its reach outside t he congregation. 
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Part VI 
THE CHURCH II.'D A C ~· NITY PROGI:lAM OF RELIG US EDUC TI N 
Part VI .. 
· he Church ancl a Community Program of Rel igious E c.1c tion. 
he business of the Christian Church is constructive ~ It 
is t o build t e Kingdom of God o. earth~ ts metho l; are many; 
its fai th is in ·the grace otPod j its str ngth, in he po e r of 
hia Spiri t .. 
Of the church'"' met. ods none are more vi teJ. than the edil-
cative. No p rt of its work is more important than that of 
rel igious education.. Education is directly constructive; it 
prevents sin and failure 1 it ma~es men and women. Through 
a.ngelistic preachi ng the church reclaims the s er ; thro gh 
hristian nur ure i t prevents the c ild f rom vrander· ng into 
indiff renee or vice . Throug revival or personal effort it 
wins men to decis i on and l eads them t o experience conversion; 
but if decision is to result in service and convers ion to 
issue in its full an pennanent fruitage~ the e must be i..'ll-
st uction and training. iithout full use of the methods of 
nurture and e ucation the wor1c of the church lacks substance and 
perpetuity; instead of gr owing by the vi tal po~'ers Gc•d has 
given it as its own it condemns itself to an unending ba ttle 
f or new conquests from without. 
It is equally true tha t education without religion is in-
compl ete and abQrtive . It fails to put the child into t ouc. 
with life's trues t ideals and mos t fundamental forces . I t 
may teach about character, ut l acks dynamic t o create it. 
It c1· tivates intelligence and skill, but cannot beget the good-
~ill without which no community can achieve the fullest happi-
ness and sue ess . he Church owes it t o the community to 
maintain such methods of Christian education as may erown 
and complete the necessarily partial work of the public schools . 
For t he f i r st part of this task the present program of 
the church is adequate. In so far a s there is any failure in 
Christian c ult ure that f a lure is to be laid mainly at the 
oor of the homee Tne modern home is not meeting its full 
responsibility in this matter. Parents do not as a rule in-
struct their children in the Bible, which is the textbook of 
the Christian l ife. In many homes the Bible is an ~~familiar 
book. Religious instruction of the definite sort ha s been 
prohibited by all public schools and is pass i ng out of the 
home . 
"Too much is lef t for t he church to do , but the service 
it is renderi ng in the way of Christian culture , while in-
dequate, is no t inefficient. The preaching of t o-day averages 
up t o a higher standard than in the pulpit's palmi est days. 
It is l ess t heological, but not l ess Biblical . The modern 
preacher is less an or ator, but more a teacher. He is in 
touch with life as his predecessor v~s not. He is 
less dogmatic, but speaks wi th greater authority as t o t he 
1 
actual business of living." 
Religious education is the effort to impart a knowledge 
of the ideals and teachi ngs of J esus Christ and t o develop 
such loyalty to them as will induce the i ndividual to main-
tain a conscious f ellowship with God and to pract ice Chri st-
ian helpfulness~ It aims especially at the unfoldment of the 
r eligious capacities of adolescent youth and t o develop reli-
gio s i deals, sentiments, habits and emotions in harmony with 
1. Strayer P.M. , The Recon struction of the Church, pp 175 
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the laws of psychology and pedagogy~ The enlarging conception 
of the rel igious lif is giving it a new meaning and a larger 
social significance~ The spiritual life needs t o be developed 
and nourished the same as the body and mind~ The kind of 
material capable of feeding the spiritual nature is found i n 
such great t~1ths as the Fatherhood of God. the life and 
work of Jesus, the functions of the Church , and the uplift-
ing influenc~of the Christian life in personal experience and 
its results upon the history of mankind. The orderly advance 
of such instruction should not ignore the laws of growth 
and t he laws of habit by which the youth gradually ge~ins con-
trol of himself in the varied experiences of life . Uhatever 
·hristian truth is t aught , it should be done with the view to 
generate right spiritual ideals and motives and to regulate 
action in harmo~~ with the Christian ideals and precepts . 
"The process of religious education is a matter for ex-
perts who speak out of a full knowledge of the underlying prin-
ciples of religious psychology and pedagogyQ We give a few of 
their suggestive ideas and methods regarding the processes of re-
ligious education which may whet the appetite of the preachers 
to go more deeply into the subject and study the books they 
l 
have published." Professor Athearn po i nts out the f act that 
capacity for control in terms of internal imagerJ, ideas and 
ideals , di stinguishes the man from the lower animals w "Char-
acter cons ists in the ability to hold an ideal in conscious-
ness and t o control every act of every day in terms of that 
1. Barker J.H. , The Social Gospel and the Ne Eca, pp 151 
i deal. The educator must know ho to deal with t~is capacity 
f or inter.ae.l. control . The prophet is responsible for racial 
ideals . I t is the t eacher 's busi ness to implant t hese ideals 
i n the minds of children, and so to rehearse them in these 
ideals that they shall be realized in racial experience • • • The 
Christian educator has but one task, and that is to present 
J e us Christ to the rising generation s o that every act of 
every day of ever1 person will be formed in harmony with his 
holy will. There may be such a thing as evangel ism that i s 
not educati onal , but there can be no s uch things as a 
Christ ian education wai ch is not evangelicale The whole pur-
pose of Christian education is to unite t he life of the child 
with the l i fe of Christ and so l ead him to be one wi th the 
Father. The Christian educator determines all his methods 
and selects all his material with this one end in view. 
He who leads a little child to the Father must know the 
Father, and he must know t he child, and he must know the 
est method of presenting the Father!s will to the child as 
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it unfolds and develops through t he various periods of in-
fancy , childhood and youth ••• In the great task of vrorl d re-
construction there can be no greater service t han building 
the consciousness of God into the social and economi struc-
ture of the new world. It is that supreme task , it seems to 
me, t o which prophets and teachers alike should devote t heir 
l ives . This would be at onne the highest service to both 
state and Church. 
"Religion is or s hould be a matter of spontaneous and 
vital concern during the entire adolescent period ••• In order 
to remain steadfast in their religious life t hese young 
folks must continue to build up a defini te system of r gan-
ized religious ideas which is permeated th strong religious 
emotions and which produces actions of a definite religious 
character • Q • The adole scent's interest in religion is lim-
ited largely by the sense Of value Which grows out of this sys-
tem of organized ideas, emotions and impulses. He i s the con-
scious po ssessor of a religious system whica he recognizes as 
his own. Unless he feels it to be a vital part of his life, 
someth ng of which he is not ashamed, s omething that brings 
satisfaction through use, indifference is sure to result . ~t-1 
The importance of religious education and the d~licate 
nature of the process of religious training leads t o con-
sidering t he best methods of applying a t rue theory of reli-
gious education~ The community system of religious school~ 
wi ll naturally embr ace the Sunday Church School. rt hese 
hools will e at the heart of the system of religious edu-
cation for the commu.~ity. While absolutely under the control 
of the local church they must be regarded as integral parts 
of a community• s- system of religious education. These so ools 
must be raised to the highest degree of efficiency T e 'i.r 
courses of study and programs must be coordinate with those 
of the week da schools and the Community Training School of 
Rel gi us Educa ion. All comm~~ity pro~rams should reenforce 
2 
and strengthen the schools mainta ined by the local churches. ~ 
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A .. Schools for children. 
The f unct ion of the church schools bulks large in f ace of 
the social signifi~ance of the moral and religious traini ng of 
the ma-l'ly million children gather-ed i n them from week to wee1~ 
The t·pe of Christian life and c i t izenship for the f ut ure 
centers h re . The child 's mind and heart are open and free 
t o recei ve religious influences . he rel igious facul ty 
should be awakened and developede The problem i n religious 
i nstruction is to ge t the child into the frame of mi nd to re-
ce i ve it. The doorway to the chi ld's feel i ngs and emotions 
is through personal contact and coinpanionship e he effective 
influence in reaching and impressing the chi ld is through a 
deep penetration and a true understandli1g of the child's nature 
in order to follow its natural trend and habits of mind. 
loofness does not win9 Intercourse at close range an mi ngling 
na turally with the child so as t o come to the child's l evel will 
ene~le the eff ective worke r to under stand the complexi ty and 
richness of the child's life and how to guide it. This i s es-
pecially true of the boys whose energies ar e not to be re-
pr essed but gui ded and molded by some one who has passed through 
the boyhood stage and i s in sympathy wit h it ~ The boys are 
the element i n the community l i fe that i s e specially sub j ect 
to the influences of a wise pastor or t eacher. The boy has 
real but r eserved religious i ns tincts which should be respected ~ 
The pastor or teacher must earn the r ight through friendshi p to 
approach the boy 1 s rel igious life . The boy must be captured by 
methods indir ect and interesting. The ab i lity to utilize the social 
instincts and long i ngs which lead boys to form congenial social 
groups is a power~ The Church wi ll do well t o have an organization 
for boys at the center of which s t ands the pastor or tea cher as 
a friend and a strong personal leader ~ Such an organization 
gives the s oul winner a point of contact and means of a pproach 
to ·nrluence the child ~ So the Church should or ganize ki nder-
garten, summer Bi ble schoolj open air school and young pe ople's 
club f or boys and girls, so that the pastors or teachers could 
ins t r uct themQ Subsequently the pastor or teacher can c ome into 
closer range and direct the religious life. 
1 . Ki ndergarten--In the kindergarten, there mus t be games, 
rythmic exercises , singing and play in the gymnasium. There 
must be lesson peri ods in which the children play wi th dif-
ferent ki nds of material with which they like to work. "The 
work of the ki ndergarten is unique in many vmys . In the 
trai ning of children, the idea of servi ng others is stressed 
as much a s possible. At Christmas t ime the children have a 
Christmas enter tainment for their parents and give them 
1 
presents whi ch they have been making with thei r own hands. 11 
I n the kindergarten the children have to learn t o play games 
that bring out the spirit of cooperation and fairness . 
2. Summer Bible School--The Church should make good use 
of a part of the child's summer vacation time f or religious in-
str uct ion . Tne public school claims only about three-fourths 
1 . Christmas E., The House of Good Jill, pp 15 
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of the child's year for general education~ 'hile it is true 
that the child should have some f ree time for vacation , it 
is not necessary nor desirable that there should be three 
months each year of idleness Q Indeed, e,fter the first two 
or three weeks of the long summer vacation most childr en 
do not know quite what to do with themselves and gladly wel-
come an interesting program, a part of which may be .instruction-
ale The program must be five days each week covering from two 
or three hours in the forenoon . 
The Church may use the following pr inciples to conduct 
summer Bi ble schools: 
First, to bring the children in from the streets and 
amuse them for an hour or two in a good environment; second, 
build upon a certain progr am f or craft work of various kinds; 
third, to work out a better balanced progrrun and use a reason-
able portion of the time for serious and definite religious 
instruction, while at the same time remembering to provide 
sufficient recreation and fun to a ttract this side of the 
child • s nature. 
3. Open air school--Each local church should organize an 
open air school within its district for poor children and 
gather them together for a f ew hours each day, to give them 
a chance for education. Certain general principl es, hich 
grow out of t he needs of the child himse-f, are c ear with 
ref erence to the program of the open air school . First, this 
is an open school and must therefore be somewhat different 
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rom the r eg lar s chool of the work- time year. Secon , the 
fo rfol nature of the child should be minister d to : (a 
b•si cal, in its health, cleanlin ess, purity, an gene ral well -
being; (b ) t e mental, in i t s requirenents f r inter esting f t, 
discovery , t ou&~ , le rning; (c) the social, wit its comrade -
s i~1 service, recreat on , fun ; (d ) the spiritual, Tiith ts 
growth in religious knowl edge and under ... tanding, its tr i ni ng 
in worshi p, its carr ing i nstructi n over i nto c haracter 
throug. e ·pres s ional a tivities and pr actical projects o · help-
f u ne ss and c per tion . 11 fo r of these needs sho l d be e -
p! ec:ent ed i n t. e c rric lum of the o en air s ho .:·l. 
~ Young pe ople • cl )--The Church or the comn uni t .. t 
o ld meet the religio s nee s o the young people must e.v 
oJ 
c nz de ble tt • t io _ o recr e tion, _ y an a thl tics . 
.. ere s ul be ome ut e t f or t he VIholesom expr e3s i n f 
ti.o instincts fo comr deshi:!l 1 exer cise and energy. f the 
God-given i nstincts for play , recr eation and entert i nment a e 
r o ote under compe t ent leadershi and by hel ful and i nter -
esting methods , t2e hurc 11 gri_ t ' e young peo le nd con-
tri but".l t o thei r e uca.tional and s pirit'.lal gr o. th ~ It is 
never safe t tress th gr owth of t he s oul and t o neglect o 
meet the p imary equisites f o symmetrica ph s ica l ev-lo 
ment .. 
u. he E ort?l. Leag e should work i n harmony with t l e young 
p o le' dep:~; t ment i n he Sun J Schoo • 
ng ladies' mi s iona r s cieties should make thei r work 
a.vai ble fo a large r number by coopera ting with the un a 
sc.1ool epart ments in prese!lting the m nthly missionary pro-
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gr am .. he boys m st _ot b e negle te in th lan for miesion -
y e. t ~ n .u l ... """ ... c: 
rganized classes i n the Sunda S hool and organiz d depart-
ments give to t e young foD s he o port unity t o p a n an 
carry out thei r o~~ i deas, Under helpful leadership ~ Definite 
p as hould be made for traini ng the young fol:s i n t he var i-
ous tasks • hich t he church a slcs them t o o ~ e Church should 
me e t . e young fol~ s an integr al part of t he pr ea ching progr am, 
r ecogniz ing their spec i al days~ such a s commenc _ment, Rall y Day 
Epworth League anni versary¥ 
B. Schools f or Adults. 
The aver ge local ch1rch at he present time cannot be e x-
p c e to e dcp~rt .ent of r~iigious e uc~tio. •hich 
o ld em race the .hole c ommuni ty life ~ T~1ere i s no r ea on , 
o ~e rer , wh ~very pastor mday ~c.ool t eac 1er s hould 
~ot familiari ze hi self wit~ some of the a tes t books on 
r e i s ps chology en pedagogy and seek t o rna e the Sunda 
mor~ affect ive in r elig o1s t a u1ing. he Ch rch · o ld 
knc. the eed of religiou educat ion is not confined t o t _e 
a.dole oent ut ..• t a s been shown tha t th a d• l t pula.tion 
s woefully _ morant of the truths of the Bible . Strong and 
ce.. le eader or t a.chers of ad• lt Bi ble cl asses a~ e neede 
in every churc h and community t o stimulate a n increased i nter-
est in t:e fait:~ul study of t e Bi l e$ The influence f the 
stuU.y of the Bible on me.ny of the str ong .haracters i n ode r n 
i !lto ry is ve -y m rk~~- . Rus~in , a m 1 of one book and that 
urn .~. • , A Program f or hurc}l pp 20 , 192 
k , The B bl • Lincoln o e much of is cl · i'l:;y and force 
1' ng i h to t e study of t e Bi ble a !!my Christian men an 
women in t he local church as well as students in colleges 
h e lank ignorance f orne f t e s implest truths and 
inci ents of the Bible record ~ n of the minister$ o ld 
greatly t r e gthen the churc .1 l i f i they woul d pr ee.ch 1 .. s 
- d expoun the Scriptures mo e ~ revival of the st r• 
ha 1ble in th h me a.11 ·the • urch for devotion a.s well a.s 
rel gious instruct ion will mvaken the Ch r c. to ne i fe . 
Relig o s e ucation shoul rot stop ,. i th the adolescent 
yout and t he children of t he Church but should eco e im-
P r t nt p rt f t e work done i t' t e adUlt s. So the h ·ch 
should o ganiz i bl e classes, classes i n social sel"l.tice an 
i f e ?ork ~ d 9 acher•s raining clas s f or t e adults as they 
d i d or the childr n ~ 
r. B le cl ass b s ~g phonetic characters-- he live, 
helpfu_ minister wi 1 plan to have other f orms of organized 
groups of adults t ha t wi ll contribute to meet i ng some out-
st ding and specific need of the a dult membership and con-
tit ncy ~ he J, en s i b_e Cla ss a.:.ms to employ methods t 
util ze the fo rces and energies of the Church to achieve 
results . ch organized grou ~life withi~ the hurch tha t 
seelcs to know and do things worth while will find open oors 
of opportunity for servi e n directions ~ The power of 
the group-life s in doing team work . 
The Churc·l mus t understand t h t t e di fficulty of . eae.ing 
t e Chinese literature is the great hi ndrance to li it most 
gg 
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people in at t nding i ble class~ So the C1urch shou adopt 
t he ne phonetic system to make the l iterature easie for 
t se unlearned f olka . he Churcl should a so publish the 
Bi ble with phonetic characters. 
2. Classes in s ocial service and l i fe work-~These i ll give 
tb older peop e first, an i dea of the fields of work and privi-
l eges of service, that a r e open tv them with an oppor-
tunity to ecide for Christian service; and second, a course 
of training in certai n branches of the worka Variou organiza-
tiona can carry on pr actical soQial service work, such as 
stud ing recreation 1 need and facilities; provi d. g eadera 
for playgr ounds and teachers for the Daily Vacation Bible 
School and others . The women's societies and Sunday 
school classes may study health conditions in di fferent parts 
of the city ; the conditions of women in i ndustry, and get 
behind such movements as baby saving campigns, holidays f or 
orphans, and fresh-air camp work. The men i s clubs and classes 
can study housing condi tions , j uvenile del i nquency, ci tizen-
ship needs , l abor injistice, etce, and do some definite con-
structi ve orlc along one of these lines.. The Church as a 
whole should make and keep up an intensive survey of its own 
connnWlity ; its people , conditions , laws, disintegrating forces, 
etc. , worki ng in cooper ati on with all or any agenci es organized 
f or the uplift of the c ommunit· a 
3 . Te~chers' Training Classes--Profes sor G. H. Betts ,says, 
ftNo system of church schools is complete t hat does not defi nitely 
1 
provide for the training of teachers of religion.K 
1. Betts, G.H. The New Progr am ot: Religious Education, pp 99 
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In every Sunday school of fair size, there should be one normal 
class consisting of the most promising young people of both 
sexes who are willing to prepare for teaching positions 
as the offer. 
The l ocal ch rches must have special evening classes for 
teachers meeting once each week for from twelve to twenty-
f our weeks a yearQ Supplementing these, and usually alto-
gether stronger and more e ficient, are the community training 
schools consisting of workers from all the various denominations 
organized in special classes under highly trained instructors. 
Training should consist of studies in Bible, missions, lesson 
presentation, arA child psychology. Lesson-preparation classes 
should meet regularly ever week to plan and discuss the Sunday 
school lesson~ A good plan is to meet on ednesday night 
f or supper , discussion and study before the regular prayer meet-
ing hour . 
G. General substitutes for schools. 
The Church should provide a good system of social or mass 
education with lecture halls, libraries, and newspaper read-
ing rooms . Education from the present point of view, that of 
t he evil's substitute, brings the Church face to face with 
the problem of charaoter-buildingt with the sentiment of all 
m dern educators that the church has not merely to make the 
man a better workman, but the workman a better man~ Every 
Church in every city or country should be a center of intellec-
tu~l ife f or the district in whi ch it i s placed; and, the 
Church should be provided with halls where adults may be com-
!ortably seated. Because it is a public building, the people 
have a certain feeling of ownership, the work goes on Without 
denominational prejudice; and, there is no atmosphere of chari-
ty. The school gives instruction to people with a direct meth-
od but the social education teach folks indirectly. So, the 
Church should f ind every method to educate the people. 
1. Lecture House--The community forum is so well establish-
ed that it has long s ince passed the stage of experimentation 
~d has become an effective method of social education. It is 
su ted not only to institutional churches and t o united 
meetings in public auditoriums such a s balls and theate s, but 
in wodified forms, to any congregationo Its principles may 
be carried into the men's organizations and Bible classeso . 
Lectures and forums with good speakers on up-to-date subjects , 
pertinent ~uestions and problems--political, industr"al, social 
and educational. Open f orums for discussion on all t opics, as 
the relation of the gospel in labor and others--the church 
not being responsible f or the various expressions of opinion6 
The lectures hich are given by the lecturer must be on topics 
of patriotism, observance of l aw, morality, common knowledge , 
f riendly and philanthropic relations, and should be given for 
t wo hours a day. 
2. Library--Because the library is most effective when 
working in cooperation with other educati ve organi zations, 
it must not be forgotten that alone it stands as a great 
schoolmas t er for the people. No town is considered complete 
wit hout its public library ; and, the rich and poor, educated 
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an une ucated, .oint to it wi th pride. The library supplies 
the public wi th i ts reading material, a nd the public appreciates 
the fact , whether t ak ing advantage of it or not. A slightly, 
.ell-constructed building which belongs to the people and 
wnich exis ts for the i r good i s in i tself something of an in-
spiration . And , it is the library that supplies the homes 
with books. In many places in China, next after the demand 
f or food and clothing, the request f o reading matter is most 
f r e uent. o the l i brary as a school substitute has great 
value ; for i t can furnish booka to the people in abundance 
~nd wi hout co t Q 
3. Reading room or newspapers and magazines--l'he read-
ing room and libra ry are so ~~ited in aim and fulfillment, 
hat their separation is arbitrary, and yet each has an ad-
antage over the other. The libr ary furnishes a pleas t 
and helpf ul pa sttime for the man 's leisure hours and encourages 
him o spend them at home, while the readL~g-room gives him 
a valuabl e resort outside of hi s home Q This fact makes the 
reading-room perhaps the more effic i ent subst tute fo the 
scnoo • It is encouraging that the r eading-room not only 
promises to be, but is a place where men come ~~d spend their 
time t hat mi ght othernise be spent in the sa lo n or on the 
st1·eet . 
•• 
CONCLUSI ON 
-~ 
Conclus ion 
I n one sense~ of cour e , the Chri stian f orces in China, have 
been engaged 1n var ious forms of social servi ce f or years. he 
iuissionaries and churches have pioneered in modern e cation f rom 
kindergarten t o university. Through their efforts hospitals have 
been establ ished and medical colleges opened. Doctors and nurs s 
by the hundr e s are carrying on their ~ ork of healing and preven-
tion throughout t he na t ion. he first schools for the blind, res-
cue homes for fallen women, scienti fic famine reli ef work , modern 
a thleti , ph sical e uca t ion and a l o g list of other soc al move-
ments have been started by the mi ssionari es and native leaders of 
Chinese Church . Christian evangelistic work has also had a lar ge 
i ndirect i nfluence on the social l i fe of the Chinese . A new esti-
IDl:l. t e f wowanhood, the greater valuation of chi l dren, a deeper inter-
est in the poo and oppressed classes and a higher estimate of the 
va ue of perso~~lity are some of the marked r esults of Christian 
wissions. But perhaps the grea test contribut on of the Chri stian 
.wo ement to the future communi ty program of China is the ea rnest and 
unselfish desire to serve t heir fellow men that has been given 
thousands of men, women and children. To do full justice to the 
social effect of fo reign mi ssions, one ought to enumerate many more 
social results of Christiani t in China; but, even so it cannot be 
said that t he Christian movement bas as yet formulated a definite 
constructive program of community welfare for China that will vital-
ize t his desire t o s erve. Great good bas been done by the f oreign 
missionariedand the Chinese of t he missions in evangelistic, medical 
~d educa t ional wor k, but the l aymen of the churches, with few excep-
tions, are not engaged in any acti ve church servi ce . Thos e who 
(104) 
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~re engaged in voluntary service are devoting their time almost 
exclusively to evangelistic work The c hurch members as a whole 
either have not connected in their thinking the principles of 
Christianity and the s ocial needs of China or else do not know 
. -
how t apply thos e principles. 
The greate t l ack in the church l i fe L~ China seems to be in 
t he field of service. t succeeds fairly well · getting its 
l!lembers to attend the church services and contribute to the support 
of the church; but, it has not succeeded in getting its members to 
give of their time. Those who are not giving of their time seems 
to be e to the fac t that the church does not offer. a yet, many 
differ ent opportunities for service. Tho ~e who sa they are doing 
voltmtary ork for the church are preaching, tea bi ng a class , do-
ing p r on~l ~ork, acting as chur h o ficers or keeping ch r ch 
re r s . one of t.e answers t o the question, hat. ro~ ntar ork 
a re you doing for the church? give an evidence t at the chur ch 
:.:.ie e s t :lnk of any ocial service vo k as connectec v:i t· their 
c.ur b 1 fe, even though it s knovm that quite a numbe are work-
ing n connection wit ome of t e hari t a le ins tit 1 i on f some 
ifferen communities . on equentl , the church ha but litt :e t 
o er in t e line f serv ce, t e ch rch life of most of t e 
mew e c c nsists ln attendin services more or less regular~y, a 
co tribut· ng so J money. For te g ·eat m jorit of the:rp.. ; there i s 
no o tlet in church servic f r the emotions t h t c r e wi t c their 
.r stian ife~ 
possible f r ~em t o s tand l~ in th co uni · nd contrib t e 
, 
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h.3 .... r fu_l hare of 1 Ja ershi to hP. ife of t. e onu unit.,. h :.L 
te 1 prod,lced a desi re fo r service; 
but j a t~ough the esi: e a n. __ a ili t to serve re present, ex per:!. -
ol:i ne t!-lod of work a re not s t sf ctory and. 
must be c angt:ld, and o t ~ .. e : l p i a needed i n dev lo ing :n 1. plans 
a d a a.pting the ex rien0e of ot .. ~e countries to h i n se 1 f e . 
The m1.sc i·"'n forces ought t o gi~re thi s assi stance, bot 1 ause of 
the cont i ut · on they can ma~ce to the Chinese life d b cause elf 
t e · eve o. ment that it WJ..ll bring to the 1 fe of the .1urc . I t 
s t rue t hat C011Did. ra. le experimenti ng :ill h ve b don that 
it will r equire both men and money to carry out any progr _ tha t 
ma e a o tad an that some will f eel t t it is n t right to 
take ei thcr the m n or the money fr m t • v m ge istiG i de o t he 
t is true, hovfeTTer, that sue s rvi ce will mean 
eat progr ss the ch' c h t 11 ive the church mem·er~ 
sorr.et' ~ d i n i te to do; 1 t dll give them c 1ance t o give some 
servi~.;e and m 1c:e t .1ei church l ife mean rnore than ing the ::ble 
e:.nu coning to church ; it v;'lll unJ.oubt'-'!dly increase the amount 1· 
m ~w , t at t .e hi nese a r e ~illing t o con tribute to . e l:urch and 
_ m ~e it possible fo r th hui·ch t o rea ch man who a e n .n-
wi ~ing to t e an i nterest i n Christiani y because of i t s a p1a.r-
ent la.::k f a t:: t ical p ogr • 
It i"' vit 1 that the Christ an forces dec i de li: ther or not they 
a r e go ing to help i n t. e developmen of the ne . soci·l life .. If 
t hey dec ide to help, the church will be a le to establisl itse f a s 
Wli stitu ion t at is i nt erested in the life and needs o t he 
pet lc~ If the' d not he· p, the church will l ose one f he i g-
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gest p ortuni ties it has had and wi develop ~t an inst tu-
ion t at s etache f r om the life of the people and will con-
se uent_ fail t o have either the growth or the i n 1 ence that 
it should ~ 
Relig ' on in action speciall rri ll arrest the att~'mtion and 
gain the accep ce of vi gorous young b na. Chr isti an ty can be 
demonRtrated through the home~ the school, the fac tory, t e hospi-
t a permea te ·with the Christian spirit. he planning and organ-
i zing of ~ defi nite and cons truct i ve community program f or t he 
ooal community aro n ea h Christian church will also trul ex-
pr ess t he inner spi it of the Christian go pe wl i c seeks to deve op 
no only he i ndividual and the church b, t primarily and essen-
tia ly to t nsform th~ st cture f so i et i t self into a new 
s cial order--the Kingdom of od• 
A COMPREHENSI VE SUMMARY 
Comprehen~ive ummar Q 
The greatest lack in the church life in China seems to be in 
the fie d of serviceQ he 1 ck of comprehensive C ristian com-
munity p ogram is due not so much to definite neglect of this im-
por t nt field by · the Chinese and Foreign churc. 1 aders, as to the 
l ack of accurate scientific b1owledge of social conditions and 
met ds of community ervice. The social function of the Christian 
Church ~s to bring God more consciously into human relationships 
it a view to have the Christian life flourish at it~ best . The 
reconstruction period has brought an enlarging conception of t he 
kingdom ideal which is leading the modern Church to recast some of 
its notions and to readjust its methods, in order to broaden and 
intensi{y the personal religious life of the individual and to open 
up a larger f eld for community service. 
The scope of the social t sk of the Church presents a multipli-
city of o~portunities and a diversity of activities for ser-Ji ce , 
but these should not bewilder or confuse any one. The larg r out~ 
look t en s to promote a common interest in the general work of the 
Church t hroughout the \"lorld and to evolce greater concentration and 
loyalty to the ideal of realizing a localized kingdom of heaven in 
each eparate coramunity. 
The Church to fulfil its social function should secure coopera -
tio 1n making a scientific survey and analysis of the social con-
dition of the community in order to discover and understand the 
individual and social needs and how to help interest and guide 
local agencies and movements for co~non welfare . The great need 
in the Chinese churches today is an effective community program 
to present the Kingdom of God on earth. 
(108) 
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Part I 
The Church as a center of community life . 
The church of t oday must serve all community needs as Jesus 
met all var ieties of need that came under his observationa Many 
a church in city and country is recogniz.i ng its distinctive ield 
and meet ing its oppor tunity.. The Ghurch has never been content 
to stop with community se~Jice under its own auspices . It sends 
its members out to work in every type of community enterprise. It 
affiliates ~~th all organizations that are working for communi ty 
betterment, but at the same time it challenges them t o seek the 
ideal of community t~~sformation . The people today no longer 
look askance at t he church , but regard it as a center of inspira-
tioni of love and good-will towards community liveso The church 
must be built, not merely with t he Sunday congregation i n mindt but 
also with t he social activities of the week. These should be ade-
Y.uate Sunday School rooms, parlors, dini ng r oom and kitchen, so t hat 
t he church may be a r eal center of the community life o:f the people. 
E~ch local church should become a center for coordi nating 
social agency :for community welfare. It stands in a vital and 
responsible relation to the neighborhood and to the common inter-
ests of t he community~ l~o other social agency can do he work com-
mitted to it. The responsi bility of the Church should be olea 
and strong long lines to develop the soci 1 consc i ousness, to in-
terpr et the inner meaning of the Kingdom, and to guide and di rect 
all other social forces and movements which look to broadening the 
social horizon and intensifying the activity of all t he peopl e f or 
mutual interest and Christian brotherhood. 
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Part II 
The Chur ch and Economic life. 
The Church has been challenged by the very nature of Christ-
i anity, to study t he foundations of economic and industrial order . 
Any church's co~~unity program must take account of the economi c 
basis on which soc i ety is built . The struggle for daily bread is 
the largest single factor in the l i ves of the vas t major ity of men 
i n any connnunity. The Church to be of the greatest service in 
a.·bolislling poverty should direct its chief attention to remove the 
causes of poverty r a ther than to deal with its effects. The Church 
today has been doing a magnificent work in promoting a better 
eco omic life by cooperating in the suppression of all f onns of 
organized vice , such a s the saloon, tobacco, the dope evil, the 
white slave traffic and prostitution. These evils have been the 
means of depleting energy and impoverishing t hei r victims. The 
over throw of the sa loon system and t obacco trade in China mean 
grea t er efficiency and the saving of billions of dollars to be 
t urned into legitimate trade f or t he betterment of tho se who 
need greater material comforts. · The Church, however, is more inter -
e s t ed in t he constructive measure s of economic l ife than in nega-
tive r estraint. I t a ims to destroy t he various forms of social 
s urplus of life. The giving up of the lower aims is t he means 
to open the door to a more abundant life fo r all cla sses . 
Christianity's approach to t hese economic issues, theref ore , 
will be in terms of human values. Instead of waiting until some 
economic influence has created problems so vast ~~d complex th~t 
t he lives of men are e~~eshed almost beyond rescue, it willrequire 
an account of these for ces in terms of their effect upon human 
personality. 
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Part III 
The Church and blic Health 
T e modern crusade of the Church against disease i s no new task ~ 
The Bible is y no, means silent rega rding personal hygiene and pub~ 
i c health . The Great Physician spent much of his tir:1e in heal-
ing diseases~ His healing ministry witnesses to the sancti ty of 
hec:.l th. He sent forth his disciples with specific i nstructions to 
heal t he s i ck. The modern Church should aim a t nothing less . It 
is t he plain function of t he Church t o direct its efforts to help 
r emove some of the causes tha t produce sickness and disea se . Local 
chur<-~1es and denominational authorities imbued with the idea. of 
c ommunity servi.ce and working to the same end should shape their 
policies to gi ve support to all effor towards f urthering public 
healt h . The use of means and methods to prevent disease is far bet-
t er than f or the pa stor and people t o devote so much t i me , energy, 
and money to visit t he sick, and to care fo r the orphans in t he com-
munity . It is ~~ser and diviner to prevent disease than t o heal it; 
to prevent bli ndness than to restore sight to the b ind . One of 
the best methods for the Church to give expression to Christian 
f a t!l is to awaken a. religious passion t o banish pr eventable dis-
eas e and sickness, and thus fulfill the law of Christ b;~r bearing 
one another's burdens . It is not necessary to have pov1er to heal 
by miraculous mea.ns, but r a ther to help create social and sanita ry 
conditions which will prevent the transmission of disease through 
epidemics , fevers , plagues, and thus mitigate the cour se of disease , 
and make for health and strength. The Kingdom of God on ea rth m-
plies that preventable inf ect ous diseases and much of the ill 
hea th and sicl;:ness should be banished from society ~ 
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Part IV 
The Church and Community Recreatio w 
The leisure time is the time of greatest moral peril as well 
a s o portunity a hen people ' s leisure is provi ded for , when they 
find some express ion for the social instincts and some outlet f or 
the instinct of play, then are they saved from tho e things tha t 
destro the soul and devastate the l ife of the commw1ity. And 
sa v~ti n is the church's business. Recreation of some sort is as 
necessary as food. The thing tha t needs most to be understood 
about play is tha t it is not a luxury but a necessity~ The Church 
has an im:.aense o. port1.1ni ty in d i recting the play spirit an i:n organ-
izing leisure . 11 too rapidly the pla s pirit has become commercial-
iz.ed.. T e appetite for amuseme ~t is never bad , but the •• y · .ich 
it i satisified often is ~ he t·ouble is right here ; people have 
forgotten how to amuse themselv·es, and ro:usement is supplied fo r 
t em o The haracter of t he amusement furnished may be good or bad 
, t the f act that it has to be f urnished is bad . i:.e Church 
s hould use pari sh houses for rec eational urposes; education of 
the people in the use of leisure time ; the promotion of afe and 
~bundant recreation by communities through populari zed parks; super-
vi ed pl y-grounds, and social cent rs ; the use of church buildings 
f or neighborhood purposes; the encouragement of comme ci al r ecrea-
tion in a program which aLms to meet fu11y the need of a commu~ty ~ 
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Part V 
The Church and Organi zed Relief 
The question of relief t oday is part of the universal problem 
i n its lar ger relations of redeeming and renewi ng human character 
..... na. making a. better world in whi ch to l i ve and wo 'k: . Cha.rit can 
not afford to give up the help a.nd guidance of the church, but t he 
J.llOdern point of view as regards the whole que s tion of charity must 
be studied in a ve r much broader ~ay than mo s t men have attempted . 
Relief must be given with qui et nerves , steady pulses, cont rolled 
emotions 1 adequate visdom, full knowledge, and solely with the 
good of t he recipient in view r ather than the self-indulgence of 
the donor. Nor must we even have in mind chief ly the present com-
f ort of t hose who are assisted , nor simply the economic side of the 
.,_uestion . The main thing in life for every man is t he making o 
charact er, and more especially ·s this true in chari ty .. The pr o-
b em before the Church is how to lessen the area. of human v~ec age 
~ how to deal with t he causes rather t han the effects of human 
suf fering, mendi ca.nc and misery . he car e of the poor and suffer-
ing is a self-evident part of Chri sti an service ~ God in His deal-
i ngs i th the Hebrew peop e gave specific directions to ioses re -
g~rding caring for the po r . Jesus enjoins his followers to dis-
tribute unto the poor, but he makes no declaration as to the in-
tentions governing principles and the manner of givi ng re~ie~ . The 
f uncti on of the Church , however, though it ceases to give dir ect 
r elief , \til l al;a ys be vital to any successful charity ~ The Church 
not only furnishes the ideals of life, but it f urnishes the inspira-
tion to endeavor to reach these ideals and in addition , it furnishes 
very l argely the capable men and 1omen "ho do the work of all the 
charities of every kind. 
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Part VI 
The Church a nd a community program of Religious Education. 
No part of the church's wor k is more i mportant than that of reli-
gious educ~tion~ Education is directly constructive; i t prevents 
sin and failure, it makes men and omen. Wi thout full use of the 
met hods of nurture and education the work of the church l acks sub ... 
st~nce and perpetuity. Religious education i s the effort to impart 
;:;. knowledge of the ideals and teachings of Jesus Christ and to deve-
lop such loyalty to them as will induce the individual to maint ain 
~ conscious f ellowship with G0 d and t o practice Christian helpful-
ness . I t tdms especially at the unfoldment of the reli gious capa.-
cities of adolescent youth and to develop religious ide&ls, senti-
.<.ents, habits and emotions in harmony with the laws of psychology 
~nd pedagogy. The importance of religious education and the deli~ 
cate nature of the process of religious tra ining leads to cons i der-
ing the best methods of applying a true theory of religious educa.-
tion. The connnunity system of religious schools will naturally 
embrace the Sunday church school. These schools will be at the 
he~rt of t he system of rel igious education for the community. 
While absol utely under the control of the local church they must be 
r egarded a s integral parts of a community's system of religious edu-
c~tion . These schools must be raised to the highest degree of 
efficiency. Their courses of study and programs must be coordin~te 
with tho se of the week day schools and the community Teachers Train-
ing School of Religious Education. All community programs should 
reenforce and strengthen the schools maintained by the local churches . 
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Appendix 
THE SOCIAL CREED 
ndopted by the General Conference of the Methodis t Episcopal 
Church, :Ma.y, 1912 
The Methodist Episco~l Church Stands 
For equal rights and complete ju~tice fo r all men in all stations 
in l ife. 
For the protection of the famil , by the· s i ngle standard of purity , 
uniform divorce la s, proper regul~tion of marriage, and proper 
housing. 
For the fullest possible development of every chi ld, especially by 
t he provision of proper education and recreation . 
For the abolition of child labor~ 
or uch r egulation of the conditions of toil for w men as shall 
saf eguard the physical and moral health of the comm mity~ 
r the aba tement and prevention of poverty. 
For the protection of the individual and soci ety from the soci 1; 
economic, and moral \vasts of the liquor tra£fic. 
Fo r the conse~Jation of health . 
For the protect ion of the worker from dangerous machinery, occupat ion-
~1 diseases , injur ies and mortality¥ 
or the r i ght of all men to the opportunity f or self-maintenance, 
for safeguarding this right against encroachments of every kind, 
f or the protection of workers from the hard hi p of enforced un~ 
employment . 
For suitabl e provi s ion for the old age of the workers ~~d f or t hose 
incapacita t ed by injury. 
F r the principle of conciliation and arbitration in industri al dis utes .. 
F r the release from employment one day in seven. 
For the gradual and rea sonable reduction of the hours of la. or to the 
lo . est practicable point, and for that degree of leisur e for al , hich 
is a condition of the highest human life. 
For a living v~ge as a minmmum in every i ndustry and for the highes t 
ge that each industr y can afford~ 
For the most equitable division of the product of i ndustry that can 
ultimately be devised~ 
Adopted by the General Conference of 1916 
For the right of empl oyees and employers alike to organi ze. 
For a new emphasis upon the application of Christian principles to the 
-cquisition and use of property. 
